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ABSTRACT 

 
 

Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) compose one of the most challenging and 

significant area in the networking research scope. Their unpredictable behavior in 

manners of topology poses big questions regarding issues such as resilience, reliability, 

availability and generally any domain under the big umbrella of Quality of Service 

(QoS).  In relation with those, there is also one domain that is undoubtedly affected, 

that of security where this is the domain of interest in this thesis. 

 

In order for MANETs to be functional it is required for them to acts under a scheme 

with certain rules. These rules are referred to as routing protocols. There are various 

routing protocols but however they are categorized under three basic groups; reactive, 

proactive and hybrid. This research project is focused with a hybrid protocol; 

AntHocNet. AntHocNet promotes an adaptable, self-organized and re-configurable 

character and it surely fulfills most of the requirements needed for effective and 

robust routing in a MANET.  Nevertheless, as most of pure routing protocols, 

AntHocNet by its nature does not consider security as one of its main domains to 

support. Based upon that, this thesis is directed on proposing a security solution for 

AntHocNet dealing with the issue of blackhole attacks detection. Blackhole attacks in 

MANETs trigger lots of problems and their behavior in practice cannot be easily 

detected and even neglected by legitimate nodes over the network. The consequences 

that blackhole attacks cause affect up to a critical point the routing taking place on a 

distributed environment affecting the rest of the QoS domains.   

 

This project in parallel is also directed to the technology used for providing the 

desired solution. It was selected to investigate whether such a security-aware version 

of AntHocNet may be developed under the concepts and characteristics of a 

middleware platform, that of GridKit. GridKit is a component-based middleware 

platform providing to any participant component framework or overlay features of 

re-configurability, adaptability and self-organization. Overlays in GridKit are used in 
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a “pluggable” fashion and they are designed in a sense to be re-usable and provide 

generic, abstract characteristics.  

 

Componentized overlay architectures require the use of a correct development 

framework. This project was directed to investigate the use of an experimental 

component development framework; OpenCOM. OpenCOM facilitates the provision of 

the correct environment regarding development of componentized architectures.  

 

The componentized resulting architecture of Secure-AntHocNet (S-AntHocNet) proves 

that component-based technologies promote a generic solution regarding complex 

problems as the problem of blackhole attacks in MANETs.  Finally, such architecture 

shows that in practice may be effective in its cause and show the direct relation of 

MANETs and middleware technologies. 
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1. CHAPTER I: Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) 
 

The emergent technology of wireless networks facilitates the provision of interaction and 

electronically access to services to a user in a concept out of the context of their primitive 

relatives, the wired networks. Wireless networks have the main characteristic of 

providing access to information no matter the geographical and topological attributes of a 

user node. Further, with the rapid development and increased use of mobile-wireless 

technologies, wireless networks are categorized according to their purpose of use. Some 

categories of wireless networks are wireless sensor networks, fixed wireless networks and 

mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). Even though each category belongs to the same 

family it still has some differences from the rest. For instance, in fixed wireless networks 

there are designated fixed wireless access points where a mobile host communicates 

according to the strength of its communication radius in contrast with the wireless access 

points. On the other in MANETs there is no fixed infrastructure with any wireless access 

points and the nodes are distributed according to their own preferences and needs.  

 

The Latin term “ad-hoc” justifies the distinguishable characteristics of such a network 

stating that is designed and dedicated to a specific purpose and cause. MANETs 

contribute as the backbone infrastructure to several systems mainly directed to the 

military or commercial environment. Their self-configurable nature and their arbitrary 

topology fulfill the requirements of such systems where they require a real-time data 

exchange and processing without being concerned with the geographical changes in the 

topology. Even though MANETs are considered as a robust and scalable network 

infrastructure for such systems they undoubtedly prompt numerous concerns in several 

areas such as security, availability, reliability and resilience.  MANETs are definitely a 

crucial research topic and they require a completely different approach of analysis than 

that of the already known wired networks.   
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Figure 1: A military-based scenario showing the use of MANETs [1] 

 

 

As in all networks, MANETs are managed and become functional with the use of routing 

protocols. A routing protocol is defined as a set of rules responsible for discovering and 

establishing the most reliable and short path between the nodes. At the same time a 

routing protocols is responsible to maintain and if needed repair any path. Routing 

protocols are categorized in to three main categories; reactive, proactive and hybrid.  

 

A reactive protocol is one that uses a reactive algorithm and finds the route on demand 

by flooding the network with route request packets [2]. However, this has some 

disadvantages in manners of delay in route discovery and of course that of network 

“clogging” from the flooding created [3]. Some implementations under this concept were 

DSR [4], TORA [5], and AODV [6]. A proactive protocol is a table-driven protocol 

mostly focused on the maintenance and refreshment of information through tables that 

manages the traffic and the correctness in path direction. Examples of such protocols are 

DSDV [7], WRP [8], FishEYE [9], and OLSR [10]. 
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A hybrid protocol is referred to as the protocol that is able to allow collaboration between 

proactive and reactive elements no matter their base root protocol.  

This project is mostly concerned with a hybrid routing protocol, that of AntHocNet which 

is based on an ACO algorithm [11] and implements both reactive and proactive 

characteristics.  Through the following sections there will be sections dedicated to hybrid 

protocols as well as the AntHocNet algorithm. 

 

 

1.2. MANET characteristics and the challenges triggered 
 

Due to their unpredictable topology MANETs compose challenges in several areas where 

all these have a direct relationship with the performance and the general Quality of 

Service (QoS). MANETs do not facilitate a central monitoring mean to control and 

monitor the traffic as it happens in the wired networks. In addition the distributed nodes 

in a MANET environment rely on batteries and they do not possess a constant source of 

energy; this prompts to an energy consumption problem which consequently affects the 

rest of the QoS domains such as availability, survivability and performance. In parallel 

by composing all these characteristics there is one crucial issue to confront, that of 

security which is the main feature analyzed and considered in this document.  

 

1.2.1 MANETs and Security 

 

Since MANETs have different personality and characteristics they surely trigger their 

own MANET-specific security concerns. MANETs are more prone to physical threats 

than wired networks and they promote an environment for several attacks such as 

spoofing, eavesdropping and Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. Further, due to the fact that 

MANETs contribute as the under-the-hood architecture for distributed systems they are 

also vulnerable to Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.  Most of these attacks 

are directed to the routing protocol schemes and they tamper some of their activities 

taking advantage their mostly “insecure” implementation and architecture. These well 

known attacks are not executed directly but they are prompted through the exploitation of 
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the routing schemes. For instance, a Denial of Service (DoS), a Distributed Denial of 

Service (DDoS) or a Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attack is triggered and employed by 

MANET-specific attacks such as “blackhole attacks”, “wormhole attacks”, or even 

directed Medium Access Layer-802.111 (MAC) attacks. 

  

Under these constraints there are numerous assumptions on how to develop a robust 

security aware routing protocol that will eliminate some (if possible all) of the attacks 

existing in MANETs without consuming the overall performance and QoS. Due to this 

acknowledgement this thesis is directed to MANET-specific attacks and particularly 

“blackhole attacks”. Blackhole attacks trigger various threats not only on the network 

layer where they are initially initiated but as well on the upper layers of communication 

between nodes. In addition, they are hard to predict and detect. Their effects are 

considered as critical and they pose a big question in the area of security in MANETs. 

This is one of the main reasons for this thesis to be mainly concerned with them. 

Following sections will demonstrate and explain the nature of blackhole attacks defining 

the requirements and constraints employed to confront them.   

 

             

1.3 Scope of the Research & Problem Definition 
 
As stated in the previous sections, MANETs tackle great challenges in general QoS 

manners and they surely set several crucial issues for research. An important area that 

could adjust a better QoS in MANETs is that of security. Numerous were the schemes 

and approaches employed by several individuals and researchers for defining the best 

security solutions for improving QoS.  

  

In this thesis it was required to introduce security mechanisms on AntHocNet, which as a 

pure routing protocol is not taking security as its main QoS feature. At the same time 

AntHocNet poses a big challenge due to its hybrid behavior in routing and based upon 

that its security design requires a different approach. Therefore it was essential to study 

and examine solutions founded under the principles of secure routing. Initially it was 
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valuable to understand how routing is achieved via the AntHocNet scheme and identify 

some of its vulnerable features.  

 

It was also significantly important and hard to realize the differences of AntHocNet in 

manners of its hybrid behavior and in parallel compare it with an existing similar (in 

manners of its reactive scheme) state-of-the-art protocol, that of AODV [6]. Further, 

there was an extended research in other reactive, proactive and hybrid protocols in order 

to develop a robust understanding about MANETs routing in general. Nonetheless the 

research was more concerned with the investigation of AODV and its comparison with 

AntHocNet due to the security requirements gathered later. However it was equally 

necessary to study in further the extended secure routing of AODV with its layered 

protocol, SAODV [12] as well as several other security-aware protocols such as SPAAR 

[13] and SEAD [14].      

 

In order to develop a security scheme for AntHocNet (Secure AntHocNet) it was vital to 

concentrate on a specific group of attacks that of “blackhole attacks”.  Blackhole attacks 

in MANETs may take several different morphs and produce different effects in routing; it 

was required to analyze their behavior and identify their attributes and requirements for 

defense. In addition it was essential to study solutions against blackhole attacks as 

developed by other researchers.  

 

Blackhole attacks were the main point of attraction due to the fact that their behavior 

cannot be easily detected and therefore they pose a great challenge to confront. 

Consequently, one of the main targets in this thesis was to investigate whether a solution 

for AntHocNet may be proposed and designed to make it aware of blackhole attacks and 

in particular detect a distributed blackhole node. The blackhole awareness design had 

also to take under consideration AntHocNet’s hybrid behavior. Further, it was then 

necessary to investigate whether a blackhole is possible to be more active on the 

proactive or the reactive element. This may be referred to as the second main objective 

for this thesis. 
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Getting out of the theoretical context it was essential to find an approach and justify the 

proposed solution. In order to do that it was vital to go further and examine some 

middleware technologies due to the fact that routing in MANETs has a direct relationship 

with the middleware layer. It was decided that the solution should have been developed 

using a component-oriented philosophy. However, a componentized design requires a 

deep understanding related to the component’s ideology and purpose in use. This 

document provides a detailed and expanded section (section 3.1.1) discussing the 

philosophy and concepts of components. 

  

Furthermore it was acknowledged that the component-based technology to be used was 

under the GridKit [15] and OpenCOM [16] styles of development. The GridKit open 

overlay framework provides the features that an overlay should support and it was surely 

the right decision. Issues such as adaptability and re-configuration which at the same time 

compose some of AntHocNet’s hybrid requirements were fulfilled under the GridKit’s 

specifications and style in development. In parallel the OpenCOM framework offers 

various capabilities in manners of designing an overlay under the GridKit requirements.  

 

So, the routing and security scheme of S-AntHocNet was about to be plugged as an 

overlay in this new experimental component-based middleware platform under the 

philosophy of the OpenCOM framework developed from Lancaster University’s 

middleware research team [16].  

 

S-AntHocNet and its component-based architecture follow the architectural “plug-in” 

philosophy as supported by GridKit. The ideology behind component based architectures 

is to provide generic components that can be used for other purposes in other routing 

schemes. So as one of the secondary objectives of this thesis is to mainly introduce a 

security component that can be applied to other component-based overlay routing 

protocols as expected by the GridKit style of development.  

 

Due to the fact that AntHocNet is a hybrid protocol composed by both reactive and 

proactive elements there was a minor objective to provide generic architectural design to 
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both reactive and proactive elements and make them applicable to other overlay protocols 

(i.e. the already existing AODV overlay). This secondary objective is applied again 

according to the expectations in manners of re-usability and abstraction coming from the 

GridKit and OpenCOM requirements on overlay design and development. 

 

The following section presents the exact aims of this thesis on a clearer and concrete way. 

 

1.3.1 Aims of the Thesis 

 

Primary Aims 
 

• Investigate whether a security solution dealing with blackhole attack detection 

may be added on AntHoNet, considering AntHocNet’s hybrid behavior. 

 

• Analyze whether this solution may be integrated on both proactive and reactive 

schemes in AntHocNet. 

 

 

Secondary Aims 
 

• Propose a componentized architecture for hybrid routing according to 

AntHocNet’s requirements. 

 

• Investigate whether the proposed security solution defined by the primary aims 

may be integrated in a componentized fashion for AntHocNet. 

 

• Evaluate the proposed overall security-routing componentized architecture 

according to the GridKit and OpenCOM styles of development expectations.  

 

 

The expectations from GridKit and OpenCOM surely had to be evaluated under a defined 

approach. The approach selected may be considered as one of the classical experimental 

approaches taken mostly on projects having this research nature. The methodology taken 

was to firstly gather all the requirements needed for finding the correct pattern regarding 

hybrid routing and further blackhole detection. Secondly, it was necessary to adjust these 

requirements with the needs coming for developing a componentized architecture under 

the GridKit style. It was then needed to literally implement the componentized design via 
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the OpenCOM framework and then experimentally test the newly created overlay 

prototype. The approach was made in a sense to promote the main aims of this project 

and make sure that the theoretical assumptions made during the design phase were 

fulfilled. As showed in the following figure (figure 2), the project went through a 

requirements engineering phase and by decomposing each requirement according to its 

area and needs it was then possible to design and implement the S-AntHocNet Overlay. 

Afterwards, the overlay was qualitatively and experimentally evaluated based upon the 

fulfillment of the requirements gathered at the beginning. 

   

 

Figure 2:The approach taken from requirements gathering up to evaluation for the S-AntHocNet 

Overlay 
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

 

The thesis follows a hierarchical structure so a reader can realize the actual objectives and 

technologies related to the topic smoothly.  

 

The subsequent chapter introduces the main categories and schemes of routing in 

MANETs. Chapter 3 deals with the requirements, design and implementation of the 

AntHocNet Overlay as well as the introduction of the already existing AODV Overlay. 

Chapter 3 also introduces the GridKit middleware platform and the OpenCOM 

development framework. Following, Chapter 4 deals with security issues in MANETs 

and discusses several kinds of attacks as well as some de-facto security-aware protocols. 

Chapter 5 goes further and introduces the architecture of S-AntHocNet and defines its 

requirements for confronting a blackhole attack. Afterwards Chapter 6 provides the 

evaluation of the designed protocol by initially giving the qualitative study-evaluation 

made accompanied with the experimental evaluation that took place. Finally Chapter 7 

gives the final conclusions and possible future work to extend and re-investigate the 

capabilities of the newly created S-AntHocNet Overlay.     
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2. CHAPTER II: Routing in MANETs 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Routing in MANETs was initially approached as in wired networks and through the years 

there were several routing schemes introduced. The first approach to confront the 

MANETs characteristic was with the development and use of table-driven algorithms 

composing the first proactive routing schemes such as the Destination-Sequenced 

Distance Vector (DSDV) [7].  Even though table-driven algorithms were facilitated in a 

sophisticated manner the unpredictable and extended topology in MANETs tackled 

problems and issues affecting negatively. Scalability, resilience and optimization in 

routing were hard to achieve and due to this fact researchers developed a new group of 

routing schemes following the principles of on-demand routing or also known as reactive 

routing. Nonetheless, MANETs are networks with high QoS requirements and even 

though reactive routing was considered as robust and effective on a high percentage, it 

was still lacking and not filling the gap in some of these requirements. In order to 

confront these requirements, a new group, that of hybrid routing was introduced. 

 

2.2 Proactive Routing 
 

Proactive routing implements the idea of a “table-driven” infrastructure where each node 

maintains various different tables always according to the specification of each proactive 

protocol. The destination is located according to the periodic updates taking place on 

each node. Updates done for the routing information in the tables on each node are 

depended to the changes on the network’s topology.  Routing information is maintained 

mostly on different tables; this again is depended to the particular protocol’s algorithm. 

The main difference between the various proactive protocols is in the update scheme of 

these tables. The following subsections reference and discuss some of the most important 

and used proactive routing protocols. 
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2.2.1 Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector Protocol 
 

The Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector Protocol (DSDV) is performed under the 

principles of the classical Bellman-Ford routing algorithm [7]. Each node under DSDV 

maintains a routing table and lists all the available destinations by storing information in 

the routing table’s entries. An entry in these tables is tagged with a sequence number 

where this number was initially originated by the destination. Further, an entry contains 

information about the destination’s address and the number of hops to reach the 

destination.  In parallel, each node advertising its routing information by broadcasting or 

multicasting routing packets includes its own sequence number in the headers of each 

packet so to be recognized by the nodes receiving them.  

 

While the nodes topology in the network changes, routing information maintained in the 

tables of each node are updated in a dynamic and periodic way and incrementally they re-

advertise them to the rest of the nodes on a defined period of time in a way to maintain 

consistency. Also, routing data are kept in a node’s table in the time between receiving 

the first route to the destination and receiving the best, closest path to the destination.  

 

 

Figure 3: A DSDV scenario, showing the interaction of nodes and the detection of topology change in 

MH1 node [7] 

 

 

DSDV may be considered as effective in small networks topologies but ineffective in 

manners of scalability and robustness in larger topologies. It employs several drawbacks 

which mostly occur due to the parameters that the protocol needs. Before a route is even 

considered as stale, the protocol advertises parameters such as periodic update interval 

and the number of update intervals where these might provide a tradeoff with the valid 

routing latency and excessive overhead in the network communication.   
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In addition it tackles several security concerns due to the point that the sequence number 

updates in the routing tables may be tampered easily. Through DSDV a malicious node 

may advertise itself as the destination or as any other node by getting their sequence 

number and route all the nodes on it and create a “routing-disruption attack” on the 

network. Through this action the malicious node will receive valuable information 

regarding the rest of the nodes and this will enable it to trigger several multi-layer 

attacks.      

 

2.2.2 The Wireless Routing Protocol  
 

The Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) represents one of the main table-driven routing 

schemes in MANETs and it’s based upon the path-finding algorithm. As in DSDV its 

main goal is to maintain routing information among all the participating nodes in a 

MANET. WRP is mostly concerned with the correctness of routing information 

distributed from a neighbor node to the other and this is why it differs from other 

proactive protocols such as DSDV. 

  

In opposite with DSDV, WRP introduces the use of four different tables on each node 

and its main functionality is achieved with the use of “hello” messages between the nodes 

and the receipts of acknowledgment messages. A “hello” message provides a mechanism 

that ensures the connectivity of a node in the network in the case where a node stops 

sending update messages.  Nodes learn about the existence of other nodes with the use of 

an acknowledgment scheme. 

 

As mentioned, a node in WRP maintains four tables: a distance table, a routing table, a 

link-cost table and a message retransmission list table (MRL). MRL is the most vital 

table which actually deals with the maintenance of a list where each entry in that list is 

defined by the sequence number of the update message, a retransmission counter, a one-

neighbor assigned acknowledgment flag vector and a list of updates. Briefly, the MRL is 

the table that records an update message and decides whether which exact update should 

be retransmitted and which neighbors should acknowledge the transmission [17]. One of 
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the main advantages in WRP is the avoidance of the “count-to-infinity” problem since it 

forces each node to consistently check each of its precursor information. This feature 

improves route convergence in a case of a link failure.    

 

2.2.3 Optimized Link State Routing protocol   
 

The Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol it’s considered as a state-of-the-art 

point-to-point proactive scheme based on the link-state algorithm. Its main concern is to 

update and keep track of the network topology on each node with the use of tables.   

 

Further, OLSR enables communication and exchange of routing and topology 

information through the periodical link-state messages generated by each node. OLSR in 

contrast with the previous described protocols introduces a strategy plan that achieves to 

reduce the amount of overhead in the transmitted control messages. This plan is specified 

as the multipoint relaying (MPR) strategy that enables nodes to select and transmit their 

topology data in a group of nodes.  

 

Each node under OLSR in the network selects a set of its neighboring nodes and 

retransmits its packets. The nodes selected are referred to as the multipoint relays (MPRs) 

of that node (as shown in figure 4) [17]. 

 

 

Figure 4: The MPR plan taking place in OLSR, each node sets its one-hop neighbors and the other 

nodes select a subset of MPRs with their two-hop distance nodes [17] 
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The initial process for selecting these MPRs is again based by the use of periodic “hello” 

messages which are broadcasted from the selector node. The “hello” messages include a 

list of the one-hop nodes of the selector and the nodes receiving that list select a subset in 

the list covering their two-hop neighbors. Each mobile node, determines in terms of hops 

their optimal route to their known destinations. Each node, having its topology and 

neighbor tables defines this optimal route in a routing table giving the advantage of 

having available route to any desired destination.  

 

 

2.2.4 Proactive Protocols Overview 

 

Proactive routing introduced and employed an initial good approach for routing but on 

the other it’s surely a scheme that does not fulfill the QoS requirements defined by the 

MANET’s infrastructure and characteristics. Protocols in the proactive group facilitate a 

large amount of overhead in their update transmission messages where in large networks 

with numerous nodes this results to latency and in some cases failure in routing. 

Complementary on the above, their update processes and their general “heavyweight” 

implementation consume a large amount of network bandwidth. In a distributed 

environment with heterogeneous networks and nodes this would occur to power 

consumption problems on each node.   

 

2.3 Reactive Routing 
 

Due to the overhead problem in the update processes caused by proactive protocols it was 

necessary for people dealing with MANETs to introduce new routing architectures to 

reduce it. Reactive routing in opposite with proactive deals only with active routes and 

each node maintains routing information only for active destinations. In addition, the 

novelty in reactive components is that a particular destination is initiated from a request 

coming from the source. Therefore, reactive schemes are also called as “on-demand” 

routing. The source requests to find a route to the destination by mostly flooding route 
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request messages and if a node that possesses a route (or the destination itself) to the 

desired destination replies with a route reply message including the routing information.   

 

The reactive group is divided in to two main categories both of them following the same 

principle of “on-demand” routing but with minor differences on the route discovery area. 

A protocol that belongs in the source routing category enables the transferred data 

packets to carry the complete source to the destination and each intermediate node 

forwards them according to the information contained on the header of each packet [17]. 

This helps the local storage problem on each intermediate node and reduces the overhead 

in the update process mechanism. In addition it also allows these nodes to not keep 

current updates for routes in their tables and neighbors information as well.  In the hop-

by-hop (also known as point-to-point) subgroup of reactive protocols a data packet 

includes only the destination and the next hop address. Under this principle, each 

intermediate node is forced to keep updates of its neighboring nodes and its routing 

information related to the desired destination. An intermediate node, forwards these 

packets according to the information they contain. This principle sets a robust 

architecture to confront the unpredictable topology in MANETs and they improve 

adaptability in routing.     

 

The following sections introduce and describe some state-of-the-art reactive protocols 

including discussions about their performance in a MANET.  

 

 

2.3.1 Dynamic Source Routing protocol 
 

The Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol is one of the eldest “on-demand” reactive 

schemes and it’s designed in a way to particularly serve multihop MANETs. It employs 

features such as self-configurability and self-adaptation and in this way it satisfies the 

changes on a MANET topology. In addition its main architectural characteristics of 

supporting “route discovery” and “route maintenance” mechanisms assure consistency in 

the dynamic topology changes.  
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The “Route Discovery” process in DSR is purely based on the “on-demand” scheme 

where a source node (SN) requests to send buffered data to a destination node (DN). This 

process is achieved with the use of “Route Request” and “Route Reply” control packets 

which are passed through all the intermediate nodes having a knowledge regarding the 

shortest route to DN [18].  Nonetheless, this process in conjunction with the “route 

maintenance” enables senders to control their route and it allows multiple routes to DN. 

 

 

Figure 5: The Route Discovery process taking place in DSR -A source, G destination [19] 

 

“Route Maintenance” is the mechanism that employs to SN the option of changing a 

route to DN in a case of a critical change in the topology of nodes related with the active 

route to DN or in a case where a link is broken. In the case of not having routes to 

substitute the old ones the source initiates a “route discovery” process and tries to find a 

new route to DN. It’s significant to mention that this process of “route maintenance” is 

triggered only when the actual transmission of data packets between SN and DN takes 

place. Finally, “Route Maintenance” is achieved with the use of “Route Error” and 

acknowledgment messages. 

 

Even though the updates and the changes in topology are considered by the protocol 

definition, on real topologies it lacks in manners of scalability. There are several 

drawbacks due to the flood of the “Route Discovery” and “Route Maintenance” control 

packets and messages where their size grows exponentially in relation with the 

topology’s size. All the messages transmitted include in their headers all the information 

of the source (and the destination’s on the way back to the source) facilitating overhead 
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and requiring large amount of the network’s bandwidth. Complementary this gives a 

negative affect due to the bandwidth limitations in a MANET.    

  

2.3.2 Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector protocol 
 

Capable of both unicast and multicast routing the Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector 

(AODV) protocol is a de-facto standard in the reactive routing schemes and a state-of-

the-art algorithm for routing in MANETs. AODV lies upon a hybrid concept adapting 

features from both DSR (see subsection 2.3.1) and DSDV (see subsection 2.2.1) 

protocols inheriting some table-driven features of DSDV and the update procedures in 

route discovery of DSR. The novelty in AODV stands upon the fact that it provides a 

loop-free and an adaptable behavior confronting the unpredictable topologies in 

MANETs ensuring scalability and further correctness in routing.  

 

AODV, purely as an on-demand protocol maintains only routes to active destinations 

always according to the request coming from the source. When a source has data to send 

to a destination it broadcasts a Route Request message (RREQ) and each intermediate 

node which is not the destination and does not contain routing information to the 

destination it virtually creates a route with the source and re-broadcasts the RREQ to the 

network. A node having a valid route to the destination or if it’s the destination itself 

unicasts a Route Reply message (RREP) giving the needed information to the source 

about the number of hops and the route sampled so the source can start communicating 

with the destination.  

 

 

Figure 6: The Route Discovery process with Route Requests and Route Replies taking place in 

AODV [20] 
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In AODV link failures and neighbor links are detected with the known mechanism of 

broadcasting “hello” messages. Nodes identify their neighbors (their one-hop distance 

nodes) with “hello” messages and in a case where one neighbor misses to receive hellos 

from the other it detects a link failure. In parallel, in the case where data are forwarded to 

the destination and the link breaks then a Route Error (RERR) message is propagated in a 

hop-by-hop fashion to the source. While the RERR is propagated, the intermediate nodes 

update their routing information about the specific destination and as soon as the RERR 

reaches the source there is an invalidation of the route and a new route discovery process 

is triggered.  

 

2.3.3 Temporarily –Ordered Routing Algorithm protocol 
 

It’s an adaptive, loop-free routing scheme based on the concept of link reversal and is 

proposed to be used on highly dynamic MANETs. The Temporarily-Ordered Routing 

Algorithm (TORA) is a reactive protocol that provides multiple routes for any desired 

source/destination pair in a multihop environment [9].    

 

TORA is based upon a key mechanism that employs localization of control messages on 

nodes where a topology change in the network is close to them. This is achieved by a 

well known scheme supported by other protocols such as AODV (see subsection 2.3.2) 

and DSR (see subsection 2.3.1) that of a node maintaining routing information about their 

one-hop distance nodes (neighboring nodes).  

 

In particular TORA’s functionality is decomposed in to three main mechanisms: “Route 

Creation”, “Route Maintenance” and “Route Erasure”. The first two mechanisms rely 

upon the synchronized estimation of the “height metric” introduced in this algorithm.  

 

The “height metric” includes an estimation of the logical time of a link failure as well as 

other information such as the information of the related node address, the 

downstream/upstream reference level of the link and considers that all nodes run under 

synchronized clocks. In relation with the “height metric” found on each neighbor node, 
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links are assigned a direction route to the destination. This in the TORA glossary is 

termed as the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The DAG mechanism in the “Route 

Creation” process of TORA can be referenced as a very similar pattern to the Route 

Request and Route Reply mechanisms existing in AODV and DSR. 

  

 

Figure 7: The steps taken in the TORA scheme to create a DAG [21] 

 

 

While changes in the topology occur, a DAG is broken and that’s the fact that triggers the 

“Route Maintenance” process which as in all the rest of the reactive protocols is triggered 

to re-establish a DAG to the desired destination. This re-establishment of a DAG route to 

the destination is employed by new calculations of the height by the relative nodes close 

to the link failure occurred.  
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Figure 8: The TORA’s scheme reaction after a change in the network topology [21] 

 

TORA is considered as a highly adaptive and self-configuring pattern for confronting 

most of the requirements in MANETs due to the DAG mechanism. On the other, TORA 

employs several drawbacks similar to the ones coming from proactive routing schemes 

such as DSDV. This is due to the inter-nodal coordination in the DAG which prompts to 

the “count-to-infinity” problem.  The large topology in a MANET will force TORA to 

have multiple nodes concurrently detecting for partitions and DAG failures in the 

network where this might occur to oscillations. 

 

 2.3.4 Reactive Protocols Overview 

 

Protocols under the reactive scheme surely directed routing in MANETs on a different 

level which looked promising and significantly more efficient. However, reactive routing 

as any other routing scheme in MANETs has advantages and disadvantages.  
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The reactive protocols discussed on the previous sections improved areas such as 

adaptation and self-configuration, but on the other they do not fully satisfy the network 

bandwidth limitations in a MANET and they surely consume large amounts of it. For 

instance in DSR, RREP packets create an overhead problem due to their “heavyweight” 

implementation which employs them to carry a large amount of information triggering 

overhead and network consumption problems. In parallel, AODV tried to eliminate this 

problem by carrying in its RREPs only some of the information and change some of the 

route discovery local updates on each node. However, AODV still has some overhead 

issues due to the flooding of RREQ messages and the uncontrolled reply by RREPs but at 

the same time assures scalability. The TORA model, with its DAG mechanism 

introduced a robust infrastructure for a controlled route discovery and maintenance but it 

triggers problems of oscillations in the case of a large multihop environment. 

Additionally, TORA in contrast with the rest “on-demand” protocols supports on high 

levels multicast issues in routing.  

 

2.4 Hybrid Routing 
 

One of the main problems caused by both reactive and proactive scheme is that of 

overhead in the route discovery process. Due to this problem, there was an introduction 

of a new generation of routing approaches that of hybrid routing which combines both 

proactive and reactive elements. Hybrid protocols are designed in a form to improve 

scalability and they enable close nodes to work with each other and maintain proactively 

close (i.e. from their closest node) routes to the destination and in parallel determine 

routes to far away nodes with the use of a route discovery strategy [17]. 

 

There were several different approaches on how to enable close by nodes to work and 

cooperate with each other and also to determine routes to the far away nodes. Some 

protocols use the idea of partitioning the network to zones of nodes (as it happens in 

some proactive and reactive protocols) or creating clusters of nodes and some other use 
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tree structures to the nodes [17].  The following subsections introduce some of these 

hybrid schemes and discuss about their advantages and drawbacks.  

 

2.4.1 Zone Routing Protocol  
 

The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) incorporates the merits of both proactive and reactive 

behaviors and it’s considered as a significant solution to the overhead in the 

communication between the distributed mobile nodes. 

 

Nodes under ZRP act as cluster heads in cluster zones where all these cluster zones 

compose the routing zone where routes are maintained in a proactive approach similar to 

the DSDV table-driven architecture. Using this scheme there is an immediate and quick 

access to desired destinations in the defined routing zone. To firstly create its zone, a 

node needs to identify its immediate one-hop neighbors where this is achieved either with 

the use of Medium Access Layer (MAC) protocols or with the initiation of a Neighbor 

Discovery Protocol (NDP) mechanism. NDP mostly relies on the traditional broadcasting 

of “hello” messages. 

 

 

Figure 9: A zone defined by the cluster-head node A where K,L located using on-demand process by 

boundary nodes E,H respectively [22] 
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Nonetheless, nodes out of the defined routing zone’s boundaries are able to determine a 

route to a destination using an “on-demand” approach and further allow them to use any 

reactive algorithm – protocol to achieve it. Under this concept, ZRP supports flexibility 

in its own behavior and according to the needs of the topology it can vary and use 

different reactive strategies in a way to fulfill the requirements of performance in the 

MANET. On the other, ZRP may prompt some memory usage problems due to its 

hierarchical routing where a patch to a destination might be suboptimal and a node 

having a higher-level of topological information requires lots of memory to reach any 

other node with a lower-level of knowledge.  

 

2.4.2 Distributed Dynamic Routing  
 

The Distributed Dynamic Routing (DDR) is a routing algorithm proposed by Nikaein et 

al [23], which applies a tree-based hierarchy between the mobile nodes. DDR has a 

purely hybrid character and adapts characteristics from other hybrid protocols such as 

DST [24] and ZRP (see subsection 2.4.1). DDR is mostly a layered protocol which its 

final functionality determined by any other Hybrid Ad-Hoc Routing Protocol (HARP). 

This automatically sets DDR as a flexible, adaptable and self-configuring protocol which 

may confront most of the MANET requirements in manners of QoS. According to the 

selection of the HARP to be on top the analysis about the advantages and disadvantages 

of DDR can vary.  

 

Nodes, under the DDR scheme nodes identify their closest neighbors with the broadcast 

and exchange of beaconing messages and they create trees. In this way nodes on the same 

tree have multiple routes to the destination and they can be immediately accessed.  

 

Trees, link with other trees via gateway nodes (nodes on other trees) and they form a 

forest.  Every tree defined in a forest forms its own zone and calculates its own zone ID 

with the use of a zone algorithm similar to the one used in ZRP [17].  By the use of this 

zone algorithm nodes are assigned to a specific zone and the network gets the shape of 

multiple non-overlapping zones.  
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DDR can be decomposed in to six phases where these are depended upon the beaconing 

messages transmitted through the nodes. Transmission of beaconing messages achieves 

the functionality of a “preferred neighbor selection”, “forest construction”, “intra-tree 

clustering”, “inter-tree clustering”, “zone naming” and “zone partitioning” [17].   

     

The preferred neighbor selection is purely based on the node which holds the higher 

number of neighbor nodes. Based upon that node, the construction of the forest is 

achieved by having each node identifying its closest neighbor and creates a link with it. 

Afterwards, the newly formed forest runs an intra-tree clustering algorithm to define the 

structure of its zone and build its intra-zone routing tables. Each zone then performs an 

inter-tree algorithm to determine the connectivity with the rest of the neighbor nodes. 

The allocation of zones IDs are performed with the use of a zone naming algorithm. 

 

Finally, DDR uses any HARP on top of it to determine a stable path between the source 

and the destination. This takes place by having any HARP processing the intra-zone 

routing tables developed by DDR.  

 

 

2.4.3 Hybrid Protocols Overview 
 

Through the previous section there were references to two different hybrid protocols 

where most of their advantages and disadvantages were pointed. Based on these points 

we can conclude that hybrid protocols enabled a new approach in MANETs routing 

employing much robust and scalable architecture than those of having pure 

reactive/proactive schemes.  

 

ZRP for instance supports the flexibility of using any reactive scheme while a node is out 

of a zone’s boundary and therefore can adjust its scalability concerns in contrast with the 

MANET topology. Also, the hierarchical structure of the nodes in ZRP facilitates a much 

robust and reliable strategy on routing update issues. This is also achieved by the tree-
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based structure of the nodes in DDR where the intra-tree algorithm maintains and updates 

any changes in the topology regarding the neighboring linked trees.  

 

Nonetheless, hybrid protocols surely hold some drawbacks due to the fact that most of 

them rely on other traditional reactive/proactive schemes (i.e. DDR – any HARP, ZRP – 

any HARP out of the routing zone) and a wrong selection might occur to some negative 

effects on the general routing. So, it’s required by each hybrid protocol to acquire the 

correct HARP and adjust it on the needs of the current MANET they are implemented.  

 

2.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 

This chapter introduced and discussed the different routing groups currently existing for 

MANETs. There was a detailed explanation on some state-of-the-art algorithms existing 

in the three basic groups for routing in MANETs; proactive, reactive and hybrid.  

 

Proactive routing is one of the basic approaches in routing applying a “table-driven” 

architecture. Through this chapter there was a discussion on three main representatives of 

this architecture; DSDV, WRP and OLSR. All three of these protocols are fully depended 

on their routing tables (where in WRP and OLSR there are additional tables) and they are 

depended on the transmission of “hello” messages with their neighboring nodes. 

However, most of their implementation results in to a “heavyweight” one due to the large 

amount of memory and bandwidth that their update transmission messages and packets 

consume. Most proactive schemes lack in manners of scalability and they definitely loose 

their robustness and correctness in routing while the MANET topology expands. It’s 

mostly preferred and acknowledged that these architectures should take place in smaller 

topologies. 

 

Reactive routing is the new improved ancestor of proactive routing that was brought by 

researchers to confront the overhead caused during the routing updates occurred in 

proactive schemes. Most of these reactive architectures support the idea of maintaining 

routing information only for the desired activated destinations. They are called “on-
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demand” due to the ability they employ on creating a route discovery process according 

to the source’s demand. Even though they faced some of the drawbacks coming from the 

proactive schemes (i.e. scalability), reactive components do trigger some concerns in 

manners of network performance, bandwidth consumption and localization consumption 

of power on each node. This happens due to the large amount of information required in 

some of their processes.  

 

Finally, this chapter also referenced the hybrid group for routing where protocols under 

this group are capable to inherit and employ some of the merits from both proactive and 

reactive elements. Their purpose was to eliminate and confront some of the negative 

effects coming from reactive and proactive problems in manners of scalability and 

routing performance in general. Some of the drawbacks were successfully solved with 

robust architectures such as zone routing for ZRP or tree-based like in DDR. In addition 

their design it’s based upon delivering an adaptive and self-configuring scheme in the 

network which was also achieved. However their implementations relies upon a 

sophisticated and wise selection of the HARP they are about to use. A wrong selection or 

a naïve estimation of the MANET topology would occur on critical and maybe 

catastrophic results in routing.  
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3. CHAPTER III: AntHocNet Design & 

Implementation 

 

3.1 Introduction 
 

AntHocNet is a purely hybrid routing algorithm proposed by Di Caro G., Ducatelle F., 

and Gambardella L. in 2004 [2]. It belongs to the group of the Ant Colony Optimization 

(ACO) algorithms [11] where most of them rely on biology, particularly the behavior of 

ants and their activities.  

 

AntHocNet as reactive and proactive in parallel, has lots of similarities with reactive 

protocols such as AODV (see subsection 2.3.2) and proactive such as DSDV (see 

subsection 2.2.1). However, the novelty appearing in AntHocNet it’s the probabilistic 

behavior stored in the pheromone tables where the control packets (in our case ants) 

estimate and achieve to make AntHocNet adaptable and self-configurable in respect with 

the unpredictable changes in a MANET’s topology.  

 

These adaptable and self-organized features of AntHocNet were some of the 

requirements gathered regarding its hybrid behavior. One of the defined aims for this 

project was to propose a componentized architecture that could satisfy these 

requirements. The big issue was initially the question regarding the component 

philosophy itself and why should components be used in our case. Components indeed 

provide adaptation up to a large scale and they employ a further extension in manners of 

reliable and robust behavior. In addition, components provide the correct model on 

developing large and complex systems as well they enable a generic and abstract 

approach on complex functionalities. These properties satisfy the needs regarding a 

MANET’s behavior and further on AntHocNet’s design requirements. These comments 

regarding components are justified with a reference about components and their nature at 

the following subsection. 
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3.1.1 The Component philosophy 
 

As software development rapidly grows, the requirements to the tools achieving these are 

growing on a much bigger scale. Through the past years the well known object-oriented 

approaches in software development surely offered robust solutions but as technology 

changes likewise the drawbacks of these solutions are extended. It was essential by 

software engineers to invent and use a sophisticated approach for confronting these 

demanding requirements of change; this is why component-based technologies where 

introduced. 

 

Many definitions were mentioned and analyzed by many individuals for showing the 

exact meaning of a component. Components, according to Szyperski, have the attribute 

of independency in deployment where this defines that a component has no interaction 

with its environment or with any other component; it’s an independent unit [25]. The 

features of a component are encapsulated in a sense that they are not visible. However, 

for a component to be able to communicate there is a need to interact by defined 

interfaces including the actual requirements and attributes that a component provides. To 

do this, a component has to be self-contained meaning that it should only have the code 

needed to describe its services.  

 

Further, components for being called as components should not have an (externally) 

observable state [25]. There could only be changes on non-functional and no critical 

attributes by allowing an observable state for common transaction while the system is 

running for committing the specific task required by the client or servant. At the same 

time unlike objects, components do not relate with the current state and they are unrelated 

with the life-time of object-state (if these objects are part of the component). In general 

they do not concern with the specific task (i.e. per session) but on the other hand they 

provide all the information to the objects so the objects concern with these business logic 

issues [26].  

 

Componentized architectures provide generic solutions and they are mostly used for large 

scale software systems where the necessity of a reliable, self-configurable and adaptable 
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behavior is a core requirement. Therefore they employ solutions for frameworks and 

platforms that consider issues of the heterogeneity problem and further a system’s 

runtime behavior. Mostly frameworks dealing with such issues are the ones related with 

the Grid and further the middleware area.   

 

After summarizing all issues and features related with components and the scheme of 

design they embed, this project was directed to their use. Complex networks such as 

MANETs and sophisticated routing algorithms such as AntHocNet require component 

principles. Via a componentized architecture their efficiency is guaranteed on a large 

scale and on the other they may be further extended abstractly and generically on their 

functionality. This provision of generic functionality extension via components and their 

nature was also one of the main factors that helped the extension of AntHocNet to the 

resulting protocol of S-AntHocNet.   

 

The following sections give an in-depth analysis about the AntHocNet algorithm and 

later on they link this analysis with the development tools and frameworks used to 

achieve its component-based architecture and further implementation.  

 

3.2 AntHocNet Overview 
 

In order to provide a good prototype implementation of a component-based overlay for 

AntHocNet it was essential to study in-depth its behavior and requirements in order to 

adjust them with the requirements coming from the GridKit and OpenCOM styles of 

design and development. Starting from the algorithm, AntHocNet as a hybrid scheme 

combines the best elements coming from both reactive and proactive components. It was 

firstly vital to understand each element under an isolated analysis and later on combine 

them. The following two subsections are dedicated to the algorithm’s behavior discussing 

initially the reactive and then the proactive phase. 
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3.2.1 Reactive Phase 

 

The reactive element in AntHocNet is responsible for the route discovery and path setup 

to an unknown destination. Therefore, when a source node (SN) initiates communication 

with a destination node (DN) and a route to DN is not known, SN broadcasts multiple 

instances of Reactive Forward Ants (REFAs) to find a path. REFAs broadcasted are 

assigned from the source node an ID determining their generation. Distributed nodes 

receiving multiple REFAs that belong to the same generation discard them and they 

process only the first received ant of that generation. This helps to the procedure of 

establishing only one valid path at that stage and overcomes some serious packet 

overhead problems as well as network consumption; exploration for multiple paths is left 

to the proactive element.  

 

In the case where a node has a valid route to the destination, it unicasts the REFA to the 

destination or else if there is no routing information the REFA is again re-broadcasted.  

Nodes store their routing information in tables called pheromone tables. The most vital 

element in these tables is the estimation of the goodness of the ant going to destination 

DN through neighbor node (N) from its current node. This estimation of goodness is 

related to the inverse of the cost from going from one node to the other which is indicated 

by a time value. The cost is estimated using several different metrics such as end-to-end 

delay of a packet going from one node to the other which can also be decomposed and 

estimated using several techniques.  

 

As soon as the REFA reaches the DN it is then transformed in to a Reactive Backward 

Ant (REBA) and it follows backwards the exact same path to go back to SN as used 

previously from REFA to reach the DN. This is achieved with the use of a list where this 

list stores all the nodes that REFA visited. At this stage, the estimation of the cost is made 

by the REBA and at each node it visits it stores the pheromone entry related to the 

goodness between the two nodes it has just traveled. This information is important 

afterwards for the rest of the REFAs to be broadcast and take a probabilistic estimation to 

where their next hop to the DN is. This enables them to find a closest path than the one 
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already in use and also include in their hop movement the changes in the network’s 

topology. Finally, as soon as the REBA reaches the SN the regular data transmission 

between SN and DN is activated.  

 

Figure 10:The reactive phase in AntHocNet 

 

 

3.2.1 Proactive Phase 

 

The proactive component in AntHocNet is responsible for the path maintenance and 

further exploration to achieve alternative and better routes to DN. The most vital element 

to achieve this proactive mechanism is the bootstrapped information which is mostly 
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estimated with the use of “hello” messages broadcasted periodically by neighboring 

nodes. The significant difference of “hello” messages in AntHocNet with other 

algorithms using such a mechanism is that these messages include routing information 

which gives an estimation of the cost to reach a list of active destinations through them.  

 

Particularly a node constructing its “hello” message consults its pheromone tables and 

picks a number of destinations with the best estimated pheromone values assigned to 

each one of these. This best pheromone is then used by each node to construct its 

bootstrapped pheromone value which is indicated as an alternative pheromone to the 

regular pheromone constructed on the reactive phase by the REBAs.  

 

Figure 11:The proactive phase in AntHocNet 
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This bootstrapped or else virtual pheromone is then stored on different tables existing on 

each node named as virtual pheromone tables. This happens in a way to avoid mixing the 

regular pheromone values with the virtual ones and create loops in the routing process. 

The virtual pheromone is stored for helping each node to compare if their current regular 

pheromone is better or not by the bootstrapped one. In a case of the bootstrapped being 

significantly better than the regular one then the regular one is changed by the 

bootstrapped one. In addition, in the case where a node hasn’t got any routing 

information for DN it then uses the bootstrapped one and activates a new alternative route 

to DN.  

 

As already mentioned, the bootstrapped information is compared with the regular 

pheromone and if it’s significantly better (at least 10% better) the new path indicated by 

it is checked by Proactive Forward Ants (PRFAs) unicasted to the destination by the 

node. PRFAs are forwarded from node to node in the same probabilistic way as REFAs 

and when they arrive to a node where pheromone information is not available they are 

then discarded [2]. In the case where a PRFA reaches the DN it is then transformed to a 

Proactive Backward Ant (PRBA) following the same pattern of backward access to SN as 

the REBAs do on the reactive phase. As soon as a PRBA reaches the SN the path is 

considered as valid and the regular pheromone is substituted by the virtual pheromone 

activating the new alternative path as showed on figure 11. Keeping in mind that a 

MANET is defined by numerous nodes this mechanism employs a mesh of alternative 

routes to the DN. This strategy achieves on finding new and better paths and in the case 

of a link failure or a critical change in the topology they are used.      

 

 

3.3 AntHocNet & Component-based Design 
 

As defined in the aims and the scope of this research project (see subsection 1.3) one of 

the secondary objectives was to provide a component-based architecture of AntHocNet in 

respect to support the main objectives. In order to confront that objective it was essential 

to understand the principles behind components and try to adjust the algorithm’s needs 
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with the demands of the middleware overlay as well as the component’s development 

framework.  

 

3.3.1 The GridKit Overlay Framework 

 

The Grid and its next generation applications require the interrelation and real-time 

exchange of information between systems coming from different software and hardware 

specifications each one allocated on a different network environment from wired 

networks up to unreliable wireless ad-hoc networks. GridKit is a self-configurable, 

adaptable, componentized middleware framework developed at Lancaster University [16] 

fulfilling most of the requirements prompted by these next generation grid applications.  

 

GridKit supports four main domains where these are key requirements for Grid 

applications. It offers support on service binding by offering generic Application 

Program Interfaces (APIs) to an application programmer enabling the use or creation of 

selected instances or interaction types [15]. In parallel it employs support to recourse 

discovery which in general provides resource discovery services. In addition, GridKit 

supports management of recourses with its “resource management” component 

framework as well as security by hosting pluggable services enabling secure interaction 

between participating nodes in the network.  

 

 

Figure 12: The Gridkit Overview [15] 

 

 

As shown in figure 12, GridKit also offers the flexibility of plugging overlays where each 

overlay may theoretically be considered as a component framework itself. However, each 
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newly plugged overlay should implement and adapt in its nature the principles of GridKit 

for being allowed to perform and use the services provided. A newly formed overlay 

applicable for the GridKit’s overlay framework should provide functionality to three core 

components in it. These components are, the State, the Control and the Forwarding one. 

 

 

Figure 13: The structure of a pluggable overlay following the GridKit requirements. [15] 

 

This thesis was concerned with the implementation of AntHocNet as an overlay and its 

initial architectural design was based upon the concept of the GridKit pluggable overlays 

as showed in figure 13. Nevertheless, the development of such an overlay was achieved 

with the use of a component development framework where in our case is OpenCOM. 

  

3.3.3 OpenCOM 

 

Inspired by Microsoft’s Component Object Model (COM), OpenCOM is an open-source, 

lightweight, reflective component model developed by Lancaster University’s 

middleware research group. OpenCOM enables the ability to build high-performance 

reflection functionality in a platform running on a distributed environment. It was 

initially developed to support the OpenORB [16] reflective middleware. 

 

OpenCOM is based upon three key concepts where each component should implement; 

receptacles, interfaces and connections. An interface defines the set of services that a 

component provides, a receptacle describes the service requirement that a component 

wants to inherit from a particular interface and a connection is the binding between an 

interface and a receptacle.   
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The OpenCOM framework provides a run time configuration which actually acts as the 

components manager and its responsibility is to create or delete components and as well 

deals with any connection or disconnection dynamically upon request. The runtime has 

also a connection with a graph framework that outputs the current existing components 

on runtime. The connection between a newly developed component or component 

framework with the OpenCOM runtime and graph is showed on figure 14. 

 

 

Figure 14: The OpenCOM runtime and graph in relation with a newly made component [16] 

  

AntHocNet and its secure extension (S-AntHocNet) were designed and implemented in 

OpenCOMJ which is an OpenCOM framework supported by Java platforms. 

 

  

3.4 AntHocNet Component Architecture 
 

In order to develop such a demanding algorithm this project had to understand the already 

and similar existing overlay of the AODV protocol in GridKit. It was undoubtedly a vital 

tool the provision of it by the middleware research team at Lancaster University. 

Algorithmically, AODV (see subsection 2.3.2) holds a large number of similarities with 

the reactive element of AntHocNet and its architecture helped the project to adjust the 

AntHocNet requirements in a componentized fashion. The AODV Overlay was selected 

as a similar framework to work with due to its generic, pluggable and re-usable 

personality. In this way the AODV Overlay acted as a comparison element for the 
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development of the initial AntHocNet Overlay which required supporting and fulfilling 

the GridKit and OpenCOM styles of development. 

 

3.4.1 AODV Overlay Architectural Design 

 

The AODV Overlay supports the basic infrastructure of the GridKit “plug-in” fashion 

having its main functionality mostly relied on the Control and State components. The 

Forward component mostly acts as a socket sending and receiving data packets but in the 

current implementation it does not have an active responsibility; its implementation was 

made for satisfying the GridKit “plug-in” requirements.   

 

In general, this overlay holds a fine-grained architecture where each individual 

component may be considered as independent and re-usable for other reactive protocols.  

This particular componentized architecture provides in parallel a robust architecture to 

develop a proactive architecture. Further, the granularity, decomposition and exact 

allocation of responsibilities on each individual component in the overlay employed a 

concrete structure to assume and adjust some of the security requirements gathered later 

regarding blackhole attack detection. All the features supported and mentioned in this 

section were the main points for selecting the AODV Overlay as a mean of comparison 

and further use for the initial AntHocNet and later S-AntHocNet Overlay.   

 

3.4.1.1 AODV Components 

 

The AODV Overlay achieves to allocate each job and process as described by the AODV 

algorithm to each component in a re-usable and generic fashion. Following is the list of 

components developed for the AODV Overlay (as showed in figure 15 on the next page) 

as well as the interfaces and receptacles related to each component. 
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Figure 15: The AODVOverlay as shown by the OpenCOM runtime graph 

 

 

(a) AODVControl Component  

 

This component is responsible for controlling and applying the overlay’s and further 

protocol’s functionality regarding issues such as network configuration. AODVControl, 

as the rest of the components in this overlay was designed in a re-pluggable fashion. As 

an individual component it can be easily be re-used on other reactive protocols. Though 

its interfaces and receptacles, it communicates with the rest of the components and acts as 

an input/output manager and as well the component that deals with the Route Discovery 

process adapting the AODV’s requirements for reactive routing. Even though it supports 

the AODV requirements, the infrastructure of this component promotes an extensible and 

generic character and it can be easily re-used (as it happens in the AntHocNet Overlay). 

This infrastructure satisfies the requirements of the GridKit style of development. Finally, 

the AODVontrol provides three interfaces and it has connections with six other 

components in the overlay via six defined receptacles.  
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Interfaces 

(1) IAODVMsgProcessing: This interface is responsible for handling incoming and 

outgoing AODV messages of any kind. Its concept in design promotes a generic 

and re-usable interface following the component ideology. No matter its exact 

implementation for the particular protocol it can be easily adapted for other 

reactive schemes. Messages used in this implementation are: Route Request 

(RREQ), Route Reply   (RREP), Route Error (RERR), Route Reply 

Acknowledgment (RREPACK) and HELLO (implemented as RREP).  

 

(2) IControl: This interface is common to all Control components on any overlay 

designed for the GridKit overlay framework. It manages the network 

configuration of the overlay. It implements methods to ask a node to create join or 

leave individual instances of the overlay type. In addition it promotes the generic 

and re-usable character of the AODVControl Component as an abstraction on the 

outer borders of the Overlay. 

  

(3) IRouteDiscovery: The IRouteDiscovery interface presents an abstract personality 

via its methods and promotes the idea of re-usability for other reactive schemes. It 

also justifies the abstract character of the AODVControl in relation with the 

requirements of route discovery by the AODV algorithm and its re-usable 

character for other reactive protocols. It holds the responsibility of initiating a 

route discovery process for protocol and as well continues a route discovery. 

Finally it defines a method for releasing buffered data packets to the destination.  

 

 

Receptacles 

(1) ConfigInfo: Receptacle defining that the AODVControl inherits functionality 

from the IConfigInfo interface of the ConfigInfo component. Such a receptacle is 

required so the AODVControl may use its features on runtime and read any 

changes made in manners of configuration. 
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(2) AodvState: Employs a connection of AODVControl with the IAodvState interface 

of the AODVState component. In this way the Control component may be able to 

perform any method provided by the State’s interface.  

 

(3) Log: Establishes a connection with the ILog interface of the Logging component. 

The AODVControl is able to perform any operation provided by the Logging 

component. 

 

(4) PacketSender: Provides a connection with the IPacketSender Interface of the 

PacketSender component. It enables the Control component to perform and 

methods defined by the PacketSender component. 

 

(5) Gui: Receptacle providing a connection with the IGui interface implemented by 

the GUIComponent. Any changes made via the Control component are showed on 

the GUI protocol handler due to its connection via this receptacle with the 

Control. 

 

(6) OSOperations: Receptacle for establishing a connection with the IOSOperations 

interface of the OSOperations Component (in our case OSOperationsWindows 

IPv4). The operations made regarding the kernel in the OS are performed 

according to the changes made by packet processing via the Control component. 

This is achieved due to this receptacle. 

 

 

(b) AODVState Component 

 

The AODVState component contains the routing table and route discovery list for the 

protocol. Additionally it is used to allow the Control and Forward components to be 

replaced at run time while keeping the existing state of the overlay. AODVState’s design 

provides the adaptable and re-configurable behavior of the overlay and justifies the use of 

a componentized architecture for the protocol. This component accompanied with the 
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AODVControl and the Forward components fulfills the GridKit requirements for a 

pluggable overlay. The AODVState provides two interfaces and five receptacles. 

 

Interfaces 

(1) IAodvState: Provides methods for accessing/deleting/creating a route to 

destination. It handles protocol specific requirements such as destination sequence 

number comparison and value increase, RREQID handling. Finally it holds 

methods for accessing instances of other components such as the GUI, 

ConfigInfo, OSOperations, PacketSender and the Logging components. 

 

(2) IHello:  Interface defining a method for sending a HELLO message and a method 

for calling the thread handling received hello messages and checking the time 

since the last HELLO was received.  

 

Receptacles   

(1) OSOperations: Provides a connection with the IOSOperations interface and 

OSOperation component (in our case OSOperationsWindowsIPv4). 

 

(2) PacketSender: Establishes a connection with the IPacketSender interface and its 

related PacketSender component. 

 

(3) ConfigInfo: Provides a connection with the IConfigInfo interface and the related 

ConfigInfo component. 

 

(4) Log: Gives a connection with the ILog interface and the related Logging 

component. 

 

(5) Gui: Assigns a connection with the IGui interface and the related GUIComponent.  
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(c) AODVForward component 

 

In the current AODV Overlay implementation this component deals with sending data 

packets after the routing part ends. This component does not deal with the actual forward 

or reception of protocol related packets but only data packets. This particular allocation 

of forwarding only data packets gave a fine-grained architecture achieving the 

employment of re-usability. AODVForward, was re-used as a data packet socket in the 

AntHocNet implementation as well.  

 

Interfaces 

(1) IDeliver: The IDeliver interface is used to deliver overlay network events from 

component to component. Hence, it acts as an event interface. A component 

implementing an IDeliver receptacle will produce events of type: 

GridKit.Core.Packet. To receive these events, a component implements this 

interface. The Deliver operation is called to produce an event operation. 

 

(2) IForward: IForward is provided by every overlay implementation as a mechanism 

to send and receive data to and from a running overlay network. Even though is 

not shown in the graph it’s used on the upper layers of the overlay to be plugged 

with the rest of the overlays stack in GridKit. 

 

 

(d) PacketListener Component 

 

This component deals with incoming packets and its related base class (in our case 

PacketListenerWindows.class) handles all the different threats related with listening, 

receiving and further processing packets. Packets can vary and it depends upon the 

network interface they are captured. The PacketListener component does not provide any 

interfaces but it hold only connections via receptacles with interfaces from five other 

components. It was implemented and designed in a way to ensure separate reception of 

packets and place the feature of re-usability in future.  
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Receptacles 

(1) ConfigInfo: Employs a connection to the IConfigInfo interface of the ConfigInfo 

component. 

 

(2) OSOperations: Establishes a connection with the IOSOperations interface of the 

OSOperationsWindowsIPv4 component. 

 

(3) AodvState: Gives a connection with the IAodvState interface of the AODVState 

component. 

 

(4) Log: Provides a connection with the ILog interface of the Logging component. 

 

(5) Control: Establishes a connection with the IControl interface of the 

AODVControl component. 

 

 

(e) ConfigInfo Component 

 

The ConfigInfo component provides the configuration information for the AODV 

protocol. It does not only deal with the protocol-specific configurations (i.e. Hello 

messages time interval) but it is also considering information regarding the actual 

application’s configuration (i.e. OS mode). The nature and concept behind the design of 

this component promotes a generic and re-usable architecture supporting the ideals 

behind componentized architectures. In addition, its direct relationship with configuration 

information only makes it independent by dealing only with that job in contrast with the 

rest of the jobs related to the overlay’s and protocol’s functionality. Through its one 

interface it provides functionality to methods for updating/retrieving and validating 

configuration information on runtime. Data referenced and initialized in the ConfigInfo 

component are related with an external configuration file (in our case the aodv.cfg). 
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Interfaces  

(1) IConfigInfo: The only interface provided by the ConfigInfo component, it 

provides five methods for initializing, reading, updating, validating and setting 

new values regarding the protocol’s and application’s configuration. 

 

 

(f) Logging Component 

 

The Logging component holds the responsibility of storing the activity and error 

notifications of the protocol handler. There are three different styles of logging 

information; critical logging, activity logging, information logging. Critical logging goes 

for the critical errors occurred on runtime (i.e. no ConfigInfo connected), likewise the 

activity logging stands for non-critical errors logging as well as summarized activities of 

the protocol handler (i.e. reception of a RREQ by a node). The third style that of 

information logging stands for summarized activity logging as well as a detailed activity 

logging (i.e. destination number’s increase and stored to a new RREP messages). All 

logging information is stored in to an external text file (in our case the aodv.log).  

 

Interfaces 

(1) ILog: A simple interface defining methods for starting/stopping logging activities 

as well as a method for writing information in to the text file (aodv.log). 

 

Receptacles 

(1) ConfigInfo: Establishes a connection with the IConfigInfo interface of the 

ConfigInfo component. 

 

 

(g) Configurator Component 

 

The purpose of this component is to create configurations of components in the AODV 

Overlay based on an XML description (in our case aodvwinxp.xml) of the components, 
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and connections on sink interfaces. The Configurator is the actual component that 

provides the configuration information of each component in the overlay enabling the 

OpenCOM runtime to produce the AODV Overlay’s visual graph. The Configurator is 

implemented via the RFConfigurator.class file and the XML related to it class by the 

myXML.class. 

 

Interfaces 

(1) IConfigure: This interface provides two methods for configuration and re-

configuration of the component framework related to the XML file holding the 

components information.  

 

Receptacles  

(1) ConfigInfo: Establishes a connection with the IConfigInfo interface of the 

ConfigInfo component. In this way a consistent update of configuration 

information is achieved and it is further applied on runtime.  

 

 

(h) GUIComponent 

 

The GUIComponent holds the responsibility to provide on runtime the GUI interface of 

the protocol handler. It is has four receptacles each one establishing a connection with 

four different components in a way to be up to date with any changes made by the 

AODVControl, AODVState, ConfigInfo and Logging components.  

 

Interfaces 

(1) IGui: This interface defines methods for loading the desired GUI (i.e. 

GUIWindows or GUILinux) starting/stopping the GUI and updating the GUI 

interface values of the protocol handler. 

 

Receptacles 

(1) ConfigInfo: Establishes a connection with the IConfigInfo interface of the 

ConfigInfo component. In this way the GUIComponent can access the related 
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configuration information regarding the protocol and the application in general. 

Through this connection the GUIComponent can define which GUI mode the 

protocol handler will run (i.e. GUI mode: YES/NO, OS GUI : GUIWindows) and 

also be able to access the protocol’s updates while on runtime. 

 

(2) AodvState: Employs the establishment of a connection with the IAodvState 

interface of the AODVState component. Through this connection the GUI has 

access on any updates made by the state component and it can further provide an 

output on the GUI interface of the protocol handler. 

 

(3) Log: Establishes a connection with the ILog interface of the Logging component. 

Any updates on the protocol’s status are showed through the GUI interface but 

they are also written in the log text file of the overlay (aodv.log).   

 

(4) Control: Provides a connection to the IControl interface of the AODVControl 

component. This achieves consistency in information update on the GUI interface 

of the protocol handler. The GUI component gets all the updates taking place in 

the AODVControl and it then updates its own output. 

 

 

(i) OSOperationsWindowsIPv4 Component 

 

The purpose of this component is to define the functions related to Windows Internet 

Protocol version 4 (IPv4) environment and enables the protocol to run under that 

environment. It is also related with the routing information stored on the kernel of each 

node in the network. Again here is a justification of a fine-grained architecture having 

this particular component dealing with OS specific requirements. 

 

Interfaces 

(1) IOSOperations: Defines methods for adding/deleting and initializing/finalizing 

the routing tables existing on the kernel of each node. 
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Receptacles 

(1) ConfigInfo: Establishes a connection with the IConfigInfo interface of the 

ConfigInfo component. This achieves to the OSOperationsWindowsIPv4 

component to keep current updates of the configuration information regarding the 

protocol and then update its information in the kernel’s routing tables. 

 

(2) Log: Provides a connection with the ILog interface of the Logging component. In 

this way any changes made on the OSOperationsWindowsIPv4 component are 

written via the Logging component in the log text file of the protocol (aodv.log). 

  

 

3.4.2 AntHocNet Overlay Architectural Design 

 

The development of the AntHocNet Overlay was based on the AODV Overlay.  

In general, the AODV Overlay gave the exact architecture required for the design of the 

reactive element in AntHocNet and it also employed an infrastructure to develop the 

proactive one. The AODV’s component architecture was ensuring that any overlay 

following almost the same scheme in design would automatically be considered as 

pluggable and re-usable. In addition, such a choice of having the AODV Overlay as a 

mean for comparison was forcing the AntHocNet design to offer a fine-grained 

architecture ensuring the correct allocation of jobs according to the requirements gathered 

for the AntHocNet algorithm. In parallel common issues of data packet reception, 

protocol’s and overlay’s configuration as well as issues related to packet sending and 

activities logging were allocated to components specialized on these as in AODV.   As 

showed (figure 16) the reactive architecture remained the same as in AODV but with 

differences in the functionality of each component in a way to support the AntHocNet 

operational requirements. 
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Figure 16: The AntHocNet Overlay as shown by the OpenCOM runtime graph 

 

 

3.4.2.1 Reactive Architecture 
 

The AntHocNet’s reactive architecture follows the exact architectural design of the 

AODV Overlay. This again was done to ensure a pluggable and re-usable architecture of 

the Overlay under the GridKit requirements. Nonetheless due to the different approach on 

the reactive path setup existing between the two protocols it was necessary to change 

much of the functionality in each individual component. Similarly as in the AODV 

Overlay, the key components fulfilling the reactive requirements existed in AntHocNet 

are the State and Control components. Likewise changes and modifications where mostly 

done on these two components. However, because of not having an official Request For 

Comments (RFC) document for AntHocNet as for AODV, some processes and 

mechanisms on the reactive element were adopted from the AODV document (RFC 

3561[27]). 
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Further, some other major changes in the overlay where the introduction of neighboring 

tables and modifications of the control packets (in particular the HELLO messages which 

were implemented as REBAs) to include neighboring routing information. This 

information enables the calculation of the bootstrapped pheromone needed by the 

proactive element. Also, another major change was the use of an acknowledgment 

scheme between the nodes in a known route to accomplish the estimation of the regular 

pheromone which is the vital difference with the AODV protocol.  

 

Following is the list with the components used for the reactive phase as well as a detailed 

discussion regarding their purpose and responsibilities in the overlay. Because of space 

limitations to this report, the components listed in this section are those which had the 

most significant changes. Components that are not listed are those which are almost 

identical with those used for the AODV Overlay (see subsection 3.4.1) achieving the 

same functionality.  

 

 

(a) AntHocNetControl Component 

 

This component is the backbone of the overlay due to the fact that it handles all the 

instances related to the protocol’s and the overlay’s functionality. AntHocNetControl 

deals with processing of both reactive and proactive incoming messages and deals with 

the correct execution of the algorithm in relation with its connections with the rest of the 

components. It can be said as the Overlay’s manager and it makes sure that all the 

protocol’s and overlay’s related issues are allocated on each component responsible in the 

overlay. 

 

AntHocNetControl manages the use and estimation of the probabilistic behavior of 

AntHocNet by processing all the incoming and outgoing messages related to the protocol 

and in parallel is the component that decides whether the actual data transmission should 

be initiated. The AntHocNetControl implements three interfaces defining methods for 
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processing control (i.e. REFA, REBA) and data packets (i.e. UDP packets), route 

discovery and network configuration.  

 

Interfaces 

(1) IControl: As in the AODV Overlay this interface provides generic methods for 

managing the network configuration. It provides operations to tell the node to 

create, join or leave individual instances of the overlay type.  

 

(2) IAntHocProcessing: An interface defining generic methods on how to process 

AntHocNet messages and existing routes as defined by the protocol requirements. 

Messages implemented were :  

• Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) 

• Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 

• Link Failure Notification (LFN) 

• Reactive Backward Ant Acknowledgment (REBACK) 

• HELLO message (inheriting REBA principles) 

      

(3) IRouteDiscovery: This interface defines methods for initiating a route discovery 

and also releases the buffered data packets to the destination. 

 

Receptacles 

(1) ConfigInfo: Establishes a connection to the IConfigInfo interface of the 

ConfigInfo component. It enables the control to get the correct configuration 

information regarding the protocol and the overlay. 

 

(2) AntHocState: Provides a connection to the IAnHocState interface of the 

AntHocState component. It enables AntHocNetControl to keep the AntHocState 

component up to date with any changes made on the estimation of regular 

pheromone and as well the general pheromone tables updates. In parallel, this 

interface gives the ability to AntHocNetControl to inherit its methods and use 

them while processing routing information.   
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(3) Log: Employs a connection with the ILog interface of the Logging component 

and enables the AntHocNetControl to write in the log text file (anthoc.log) any 

activities occurred. 

 

(4) OSOperations: Supports a connection to the IOSOperations interface of the 

OSOperationsWindowsIPv4 component. It enables AntHocNetControl to handle 

the kernel routing information.  

 

(5) PacketSender: Gives a connection with the IPacketSender interface of the 

PacketSender component and enables AntHocNetControl to command the 

PacketSender to send data and control packets. 

 

(6) Gui: Provides the functionality of the IGui interface implemented in the 

GUIComponent. 

 

(7) Explorer: Enables a connection with the IExplorer interface implemented in the 

Explorer component used for the proactive phase (see subsection 3.4.2.2). 

 

 

(b) AntHocState Component 

 

AntHocState is the component which actually acts as the routing database of the protocol 

but it is also the one responsible for the state of the overlay. The design made for 

AntHocState with the other two components of AntHocNetControl and AntHocForward 

assures the pluggable character of the overlay. Its routing database is defined by the 

pheromone tables developed as well as the route discovery list. In addition, it contains the 

neighboring tables showing the list of neighboring nodes. Finally AntHocState 

implements two interfaces and holds five connections with other components through its 

five receptacles. 
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Interfaces  

(1) IAntHocState: This interface is responsible for managing the information related 

with the pheromone tables. It defines methods for adding/removing/updating 

regular pheromone entries in the pheromone tables. In parallel it provides 

methods for accessing the routing information contained in HELLO messages 

which are needed by the proactive element. Further, it defines methods for the 

packet’s sequence number comparison and use. 

 

(2) IHello: This interface defines methods for checking the reception time of a 

HELLO message by activating the thread of handling HELLO messages. 

 

Receptacles 

(1) OSOperations: Provides the functionality of the IOSOperations interface 

implemented in the OSOperationsWindowsIPv4 component. Provides the ability 

to the state to handle the kernel’s routing table associated on each node. 

 

(2) PacketSender: Employs the IPacketSender interface functionality and it’s used by 

AntHocState in the case of sending LFN messages if a link is broken.  

 

(3) ConfigInfo: Establishes a connection with the IConfigInfo interface as 

implemented in the ConfigInfo component. It provides to AntHocState the ability 

to have knowledge about any changes on the configuration regarding the protocol 

instances.  

 

(4) Log: Employs the functionality of the ILog interface in the Logging component 

and enables AntHocState to write any activities taking place in the log file 

(anthoc.log). 

 

(5) Gui: Provides the ability to inherit the methods defined by the IGui interface 

implemented in the GUIComponent. Any changes in AntHocState are referenced 

to the GUIComponent. 
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3.4.2.2 Proactive Architecture 
 

Due to the objectives of this thesis where these concentrate more on the reactive scheme, 

the proactive element of AntHocNet was not fully implemented in manners of 

functionality. It was only designed in a sense to satisfy the algorithms requirements for 

having a proactive scheme. However, the newly made component employs a generic and 

independent character supporting a fine-grained and re-usable character. Such a 

component could be easily plugged on other reactive schemes (i.e. the AODV Overlay) 

and provide its ant behavior for proactive routing. 

 

According to the AntHocNet’s requirements [2] it was essential to develop virtual 

pheromone tables containing bootstrapped information. It was also required to develop 

new ants (PRBAs and PRFAs) for supporting the proactive path setup. Further, to 

achieve the estimation of the bootstrapped information it was necessary to develop tables 

containing the neighbor nodes as well as their routing information in relation with any 

desired destination. Based on these requirements, there was a new component introduced, 

the Explorer. 

 

The Explorer Component 

 

The Explorer component holds the responsibility of storing virtual pheromone entries in 

to virtual pheromone tables and comparing the estimated bootstrapped information with 

the regular pheromone existing in the AntHocState component. 

With the Explorer, it was essential to develop tables concerning neighbors information 

which are manipulated by methods defined in the IAntHocState interface. This new 

proactive element of AntHocNet implements one interface and has two receptacles. Its 

design was made in this way so it can be independent, re-usable and at the same time it 

justifies the use of components due to its autonomous and pluggable character.  

 

Interfaces  

(1) IExplorer: Implemented in the Explorer component, this interface defines 

methods for comparing the virtual and regular pheromones. In addition it provides 
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all the necessary methods for adding/removing/updating the virtual pheromone 

tables as well as methods for getting the ConfigInfo, Logging, PacketSender 

component instances. 

 

Receptacles 

(1) AntHocState: This receptacle enables the Explorer to have a full access to the 

methods provided by the IAntHocState interface as implemented in the 

AntHocState component. Information regarding the regular pheromones values is 

accessed via this interface. 

 

(2) PacketSender: Provides the functionality of the IPacketSender interface 

implemented in the PacketSender component. The PacketSender is called in the 

case of the Explorer requesting for a Proactive Forward Ant (PRFA) to be sent for 

path exploration. 

 

(3) ConfigInfo: A receptacle that gives to the Explorer the ability to use any of the 

methods implemented in the IConfigInfo interface by the ConfigInfo component. 

In this way the Explorer component is referenced into the configuration 

information of the overlay. 

 

(4) Log: Establishes a connection with the ILog interface of the Logging component 

and enables the Explorer to write in the log file any activities done in the 

proactive phase. 

 

3.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 

Through this chapter, there was a detailed explanation regarding the AntHocNet 

algorithm and the way it actually operates. AntHocNet as a hybrid algorithm is composed 

by both a reactive and a proactive element. Both elements algorithmically are depended 

one to the other since the bootstrapped information estimated on the proactive phase is 
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depended upon the estimation of the regular pheromone value taken by the REBAs 

during the reactive phase. However, AntHocNet can be implemented independently in 

manners of architectural software design due to the flexibility provided by a 

componentized architecture and in general the component’s nature.  

 

A componentized architecture may be achieved with the use of frameworks such as 

OpenCOM and such architectures can be applied in to component-based platforms such 

as the GridKit. This chapter gave an in-depth glance on both OpenCOM and GridKit and 

provided the necessary introduction to go further and explain the architecture defined for 

AntHocNet. 

 

AntHocNet was mainly based upon the AODV Overlay design developed for the GridKit 

project. The AODV Overlay is constructed by nine components following the Control-

State-Forward scheme as defined by the GridKit “plug-in” principle. Due to the fact that 

the AODV definition has a large number of similarities with the reactive scheme of 

AntHocNet, the reactive element of AntHocNet had the same architecture as the AODV 

Overlay justifying the use of componentized architectures in manners of reusability.  

 

The choice for such architecture was made for employing issues of fine-grained design 

and adaptability. In parallel, this design places a robust infrastructure promoting a generic 

character as expected by the GridKit style of development. Likewise this overlay may be 

able to inherit the re-configurable and self-managing principles of the GridKit 

middleware platform. Such features will be able to confront the unpredictable challenges 

triggered in a MANET environment.    

 

The same assumptions in design for the proactive scheme were also present. Under some 

analysis, it was decided that the proactive element should be independent from the 

reactive scheme even though existing on the same overlay. In addition, it should support 

a pluggable personality and be able through the overlay to inherit the GridKit 

characteristics.   
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The Explorer which is the component developed for the proactive scheme stores the 

virtual bootstrapped information and prompts PRFAs to explore the path and validate its 

condition. It also compares the virtual with the regular pheromone accessed via the 

AntHocState receptacle defined in its design. The functionality of the Explorer is based 

upon the neighboring routing information which it was implemented through the HELLO 

messages and the neighboring tables developed in the AntHocState component.  It is also 

mentioned that the functionality of the Explorer was partially made due to the objectives 

of this project.   
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4. CHAPTER IV: Security and a MANET 

 

4.1 Introduction 
 

MANETs and their unique characteristics tackle numerous issues that affect the security 

domain. Their unpredictable behavior and their role as a backbone infrastructure in 

distributed environments pose several nontrivial challenges in the security design area.  

These challenges are triggered in to the different phases of a MANET’s state. Security 

design in a MANET is not only concentrated on preventing an attack but it also deals 

with higher generic domains composing a MANET’s functionality such as network 

performance and node’s power performance.   

 

In parallel, MANET’s deal mostly with the first four layers in the OSI model [28] and 

there could be numerous attacks on each of those layers resulting to loss of performance 

on the upper layers that of presentation and application. As shown (table 1) attacks can 

vary from layer to layer but the most important is to prevent direct attacks on the lower 

layers. Due to this point it’s essential for a MANET to hold and apply a “lightweight’ 

security infrastructure which on the other takes under serious consideration the flaws that 

might occur on higher layers. Nevertheless, this argument poses an opposite argument to 

the end-to-end caretaking as described by Saltzer [29]. Saltzer et. al. suggest that it’s 

better to be more concerned with end-to-end security rather than applying lower levels of 

security in networks.  

 

The end-to-end security model according to Saltzer gives promising solutions regarding 

the security before and after data is sent without interfering with the actual routing 

protocol. Under this argument the upper layers are considered as more reliable and safe 

and each security mechanism is applied in a way to ensure security on the lower layers of 

interaction no matter the insecure nature of the routing protocol.   
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Table 1: A categorization of attacks on a routing protocol’s stack [30] 

 

Recent and past years gave numerous proposed security designs where each one of them 

was concentrated on a specific group of attacks inevitably neglecting some other groups. 

Nevertheless, the objective of this project was to focus on attacks mainly appeared on the 

routing process of a MANET. Attacks in routing can be categorized in to two main attack 

styles; routing-disruption attacks and resource-consumption attacks. Both attack styles 

are focused on exploiting the routing protocol and further consume power and 

functionality from the participating nodes in the network.  

 

This project was mainly concerned with routing-disruption attacks where an attacker 

takes advantage of some vague and insecure processes performed by the routing protocol. 

Routing-disruption attacks were selected because they are hard to be detected and further 

confronted with the known cryptographic security mechanisms. In addition they are 

eligible to employ lots of other attacks on the upper layers of interaction and in parallel 

they are considered as a critical topic for research in the area of MANETs security. The 

following section introduces some basic routing-disruption attacks as well as the attack 

where this project was more concerned with that of a “blackhole attack”. 

 

4.2 Routing-disruption attacks 
 

According to Hu and Perrig [31] routing-disruption attacks are defined as the event 

where “an attacker attempts to cause legitimate data packets to be routed in 

dysfunctional ways”.  This kind of attacks can be easily triggered by an attacker if the 
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attacker provided the correct attack approach and identified the routing-protocol’s 

vulnerabilities. This method required by an attacker is called as “foot printing” where an 

attacker before initiating the actual attack, gather requirements and decomposes the 

routing-protocol’s architecture and states. 

 

A routing-disruption attack can be referenced as an “outsider” or an “insider” attack. 

Some outsider attacks are “spoofing” and “replay” attacks while insider attacks are 

considered as “blackhole”, “grayhole”, “wormhole’ and “Byzantine” attacks as well as 

attacks coming from “selfish” nodes [32].   

 

4.2.1 Wormhole attacks  
 

This attack poses a high-level of severity due to the point that it can be effective in large 

networks and it cannot be easily detected even by the most secure scheme of a routing 

protocol. A routing protocol that supports domains such as confidentiality, integrity, 

authentication and non-repudiation via mechanisms such as encryption, digestion or 

digital signatures is unable to detect a node that creates the wormhole.  

 

The idea behind a wormhole is achieved in the case where a malicious node records the 

traffic of the network from a certain position and replays the traffic on a different 

position. Recording the traffic in the network is also called as “eavesdropping”. So, after 

this eavesdropping is made the malicious node tunnels “fake” routing information to 

legitimate nodes in a way to achieve a virtual link under its control. The legitimate nodes 

cannot detect the sender of this “fake” routing information because the malicious node 

exploited the routing protocol specifications and it tampered the headers in the routing 

packets (i.e. it didn’t include its address). Also it achieved to make itself invisible to the 

rest of the participating nodes.  
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Figure 17: A wormhole attack triggered by node X by routing fake information to the legitimate 

nodes A and B [33] 

 

After such an attack (as showed on figure 17) the wormhole node can easily employ 

several attacks on the upper layers of interaction between these nodes but it can further 

destroy the routing taking place in a MANET resulting to catastrophic consequences in 

the network’s and node’s performance.  

 

The wormhole attack as a routing-disruption attack exploits the routing protocol and in 

particular it’s based upon the concept of incorrect traffic relaying. Finally, this attack 

justifies the idea regarding the approach that a security infrastructure in MANETs should 

not blindly trust the well known techniques for ensuring confidentiality, authentication 

and non-repudiation (i.e. digital signatures, encryption) as in wired networks. MANETs 

are delicate and they require a more sophisticated and robust approach to define their 

security requirements. 

 

4.2.2 Rushing attacks  
 

Getting in to the context of reactive routing, rushing attacks pose challenges in manners 

of developing a secure infrastructure in reactive protocols. A rushing attack in general 

exploits one of the most important processes taking place on a reactive protocol that of 

Route Discovery [34].  

 

As in AODV (see subsection 2.3.2) a source node requests to find a route to destination 

by triggering a route discovery process by flooding RREQ messages. Due to this flooding 

an intermediate node processes and forwards only the first RREQ received and discard 

the rest. This is the point where a rushing attack takes place. An attacker may easily send 
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a fake RREQ before any intermediate node forwards any of the correct RREQs initiated 

by the source. In this way the attacker achieves to create its own fake Route Discovery 

process and manages that the source as the initiator of RREQs will not get any usable 

routes to the desired target-destination. Consequently, this provides to the attacker the 

control of the MANET and it destroys the desired result of establishing a valid route 

between the source and the destination.  

 

Figure 18: A cooperative rushing attack [34] 

 

 

Of course this rushing attack can be extended with an attacker creating “wormholes” 

(figure 18) and further tunnel routing traffic to a cooperative malicious node. This will 

also result to fake routing and also legitimate nodes will not be able to detect or even use 

any valid routes but only the routes used in the tunnel between the attacking nodes.  

 

It is obvious that attacks in MANETs can be cooperative and be triggered under different 

forms and this can be justified by the previous example. It is vital to consider the 

processes made by each protocol and identify the security requirements for each one of 

these attacks but at the same time consider them as a cooperative scheme. 

 

4.2.3 Blackhole attacks  
 

A blackhole attack as in all routing-disruption attacks is structured by two phases. The 

first phase takes place when the malicious node exploits the routing scheme and under 

some message tampering (i.e. modification of sequence numbers in a packet’s header) it 
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advertises itself as a node having a valid route to the destination. Definitely this 

advertisement of a valid route is spurious with the intention of intercepting packets. 

Nevertheless, this advertisement of a valid route to destination achieves to the malicious 

node to consume more routing traffic in the network.  

 

The second phase takes place after this advertisement and simplistically the malicious 

node creates a blackhole in the network by intercepting routing packets and consuming 

them without forwarding them. Of course an advanced attacker may drop the packets 

selectively and create dysfunctional routing data forwarding all over the network 

resulting to critical failures in routing. In addition, there could be minor modifications on 

incoming packets and some other not and enable the malicious node to be invisible and 

undetectable by the rest of the nodes [31].  

 

4.2.3.1 Cooperative blackhole attack 
 

In parallel, a blackhole attack can be extended as a cooperative blackhole attack where 

cooperative malicious nodes interact with each other and they send fake reply messages 

to the source initiating a route discovery to destination. As showed (next page’s figure 

19) a source initiates the first phase of route discovery by broadcasting RREQ messages 

and each neighbor with known route to the destination sends an RREP message to their 

immediate neighbor.  

 

In the environment with cooperative malicious nodes (in our diagram two malicious 

nodes) each blackhole coordinates with the rest and they set them as their next hop in a 

way to make the source falsely to believe that the first blackhole that interacted with does 

not provide fake routing information and it does have a valid route with its next hop. 

Consequently the source starts sending data packets on the first blackhole and the packets 

are then consumed by that malicious blackhole making the security of the network 

compromised [35]. 
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Figure 19: The first phase of RREQs flood initiated and the second phase of RREPs propagation 

enabling the coordinated blackholes to consume data packets from the source S [35] 

 

 

4.2.3.2 Why blackhole attacks? 

 

This subsection deals by placing an emphasis why blackhole attacks are the main point of 

interest in this thesis.  

 

As described by previous sections, a blackhole attack is mostly triggered by a malicious 

node after exploiting the routing scheme. A malicious node exploiting the routing scheme 

after actions such as eavesdropping makes itself eligible to advertise itself as the closest 

node to the destination and send a fake reply to the source making the source pass the 

entire routing taking place through that malicious node. As soon as this takes place, the 

malicious node or in the case of a cooperative attack, the malicious nodes in general are 

able to trigger and employ attacks on a multilayer level. Automatically this can be 

considered as a critical failure in routing affecting not only the security domain but as 

well as the rest QoS domains.   

 

In addition to the things mentioned, the characteristics of a blackhole attack or a 

cooperative blackhole attack cannot be easily detected and at the same time isolated by 

any of the distributed nodes. This is the main reason for this project to be concerned with 

blackhole attacks, due to their unpredictable and hard to confront behavior. 
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4.4 Security-aware routing protocols overview 
 

Recent years have brought under the light of analysis several approaches concerning the 

security features that a MANET should be supported with. Most of the initial approaches 

were to secure the actual routing between the nodes and ensuring that routing data 

transmission, storage and update were secure. Since then, routing protocols have been a 

topic crucial for research; there are numerous different protocols (reactive, proactive or 

hybrid) with different security requirements based on different principles. However, this 

is not to be discussed in this paper. 

  

Initially, routing protocols with proactive or reactive behavior such as AODV, DSDV, 

were modified and extended by layered security protocols (e.g. SAODV [12], SEAD 

[14]) to confront specific attacks (DoS, end-to-end attacks) and evaluate the 

trustworthiness of the distributed nodes by common security features such as 

authentication, integrity and non-repudiation.  

 

Hu and Perring [14] simulated a DoS attack and using their SEAD protocol employed 

symmetric cryptographic methods and hash functions to prevent it. In their work, it was 

significant to categorize DoS attacks and the different kinds of possible attackers [31]. 

Important to mention were also the achievements of Zapata and Asokan, with their 

proposed SAODV [12], based on the AODV reactive routing protocol. The basic idea of 

that secure protocol was the use of signatures to authenticate most of the routes 

requests/replies and with the use of hash chains to authenticate the count of hops 

measured to check the length of the path. Through these hash chains, security was 

enhanced between the messages given from one node to the other. Another extension of 

AODV was that of SRP (Secure Routing Protocol) developed by Papadimitratos and 

Haas [31]. There, source and destination nodes required security association and nodes 

initiating route discovery were intelligent enough to discard any false topological 

information given by the replies of other nodes. Finally, a protocol such as SPAAR [13] 

from Yasinsac and Carter promoted the idea of adjusting topology with the exact 

positioning of nodes with the use of the GPS (Global Positioning System) in order to 
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have a more concrete means of monitoring the false topologies published by malicious, 

critical nodes.  

 

It is necessary to point that all of the studies mentioned above were based on specific 

attacker models and they were focused mostly on some specific attacks such as wormhole 

attacks(see subsection 4.2.1) , routing black hole attacks (see subsection 4.2.3), jam 

attacks and most of them initiated a concrete authentication on the route discovery 

feature. In addition some of these protocols enhanced the idea of peer-to-peer key 

management, either with public key distribution or a strictly symmetric concept (i.e, the 

Diffie-Helman approach [36]) and the definition of a certificate authority (CAs).  

However, these security-aware protocols were employed in the same way as security 

protocols in wired networks following pre-existing cryptosystems and neglecting some 

MANET-specific attacks. These MANET-specific attacks (e.g. 802.11-specific attacks 

and MAC layer attacks) were not fully prevented due to inability to monitor the activities 

in the network and of course to extend some of the security features on the MAC 

(Medium Access Layer) layer and the physical layer which definitely is something hard 

to achieve.   

 

For this and other reasons various IDS architectures were introduced, most of them based 

on the same concept, that of anomaly detection and statistical analysis of traffic 

monitoring [31], all of them aiming to check for anomalies in the network and to define, 

through probabilistic or empirical measurements, whether a node was malicious or not 

according to its activities and interactions with the rest of the distributed nodes. 

Karygiannis et al [37] promoted the idea of monitor-diagnose-report IDS architecture to 

analyze the entire network traffic and locally each IDS “authority” node to report any 

malicious behavior to the rest of its “normal” neighbors.  Noteworthy in their work was 

to define the measurement of “criticality” of a node in the network and the ways to detect 

it through a graph-theoretic approach. Nonetheless, their work was purely based on 

independent decision-making mechanism were certain nodes had the authority to act as 

IDS instances and accumulate results according to the “behavioral” measurement of each 

suspicious unknown member of the network. Important to mention is the approach of 
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Zhang et al [38], where, through their hybrid local-collaborative scheme all the nodes 

were active to detect intrusion and report to the closest local IDS agent by showing the 

required evidence. Stolfo, Salvatore J. et al [39] discussed the possibility of detecting 

intrusion using a probabilistic model that adopts a naïve Bayesian classifier. In their 

model, through simulated attack environments, they investigated whether a probabilistic 

approach could make the scheme intelligent to detect several attacks on the network layer 

and also determine if their model could give low rates on false alarms of nodes in the 

network. There are many other IDS models introduced by several researchers, but due to 

space limitations they are not presented in this paper.  However, the following table 

shows some possible solution in relation with layer-specific and multilayer attacks. 

 

LAYER ATTACKS POSSIBLE 

SOLUTIONS 
Application Repudiation, data corruption Cryptography 

Transport Session hijacking, flooding Cryptography, IDS 

Network  Routing-disruption attacks, 

Resource consumption, 

Location disclosure attacks  

IDS, Cooperative IDS, 

Cryptography 

Data link MAC (802.11) attacks, 

traffic analysis, monitoring 

IDS, security-energy aware 

MAC protocols 

Multi-layer attacks DoS, DDoS, MITM, Replay 

attack   

Cryptography, IDS, 

Cooperative IDS 
 

Table 2: Possible solutions that could be used for layer-specific or multilayer attacks 

 

4.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 

The main axis of discussion in this chapter was around issues regarding the security 

domain in a MANET. There was a brief analysis related to the different attacks that can 

be triggered on a MANET as well as an in-depth reference to three attacks; wormhole, 

rushing and blackhole attacks. In addition, there was a brief overview to various security-

aware protocols and models developed to confront the security requirements of a 

MANET. Significantly important things mentioned were the different approaches of 

developing a security design and the separation of traditional security in routing using the 
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known cryptographic methods with those of the IDSs.  

 

This chapter also gave a strong emphasis on the fact that attacks can be interrelated and 

under a cooperative scheme. For instance a rushing attack taking the advantage of 

tampering the timing of RREQs forwarding from a legitimate node may be further 

extended and more powerful if an attacker creates various wormholes initiating fake 

routing information to legitimate nodes; this will surely affect negatively the state of the 

routing taking place and security will be compromised. 

     

Nevertheless, this research is mostly focused on a specific approach on how to detect the 

already presented by this chapter blackhole attacks with the use of a solution provided by 

Al-Shurman et. al [40]. Blackhole attacks are considered by this project significantly 

dangerous due to the fact that as soon as they are initiated they can trigger and employ 

other upper layer attacks such as Denial of Service (DoS) or Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) 

attacks. The solution used against blackholes will be a subject of discussion in the 

following chapter as well as its adjustment with the AntHocNet’s componentized 

architecture. 
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5. CHAPTER V: The proposed Secure 

AntHocNet 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

As mentioned to previous chapters, an objective composed by the main aims of this 

research project is to investigate and propose an architectural design for AntHocNet 

following the GridKit and OpenCOM styles of development which in parallel can 

provide secure characteristics with a blackhole detection mechanism. The previous 

chapter gave a strong analysis regarding the nature of blackhole attacks and it also 

specified the phase in routing that a malicious node exploits and achieves the blackhole.  

 

Analyzing the routing environment that AntHocNet performs through the reactive phase 

it was definitely sure that in a case of such an attack the blackhole node cannot be 

detected. A malicious node under AntHocNet may easily tamper the reactive path setup 

and surely can destroy the path to the desired destination. Therefore, it was necessary to 

identify the security requirements that AntHocNet should fulfill to achieve the ability of 

detecting and further neglecting a blackhole.  

 

Out of the context of blackhole theoretical requirements analysis, it was vital for this 

project to decompose the solution provided and implement it in a component-based 

fashion. The solution applied was proposed by Al-Shurman et. al. [40] and it was based 

on the AODV protocol. Helpful was that most of the AntHocNet reactive element was 

close with the actual AODV protocol and the solution was studied and evaluated 

according to tests taken under the AODV scheme. Nevertheless, the solution had to be 

adjusted according to the exact requirements defined for blackhole detection in the 

AntHocNet algorithm where in some areas had some differences with AODV.   

 

The following sections show and discuss the problem of blackholes on AntHocNet and 
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they further extend to their discussion by introducing the solution. In addition, they 

analyze the implementation of the new blackhole-detection component and they place 

strong emphasis on how the newly developed component satisfies the requirements as 

defined by the solution.  

 

 

5.2 Problem Definition & proposed solutions 
 

The main objective of a malicious node with the intention to create a blackhole in the 

network is to firstly advertise itself as a node with the closest path to the destination. This 

advertisement is easily achieved if the malicious node provides a fake reply to the route 

request triggered by the source. Therefore the malicious node has as a main goal to 

tamper the route setup initiated by the RREQ-RREP mechanism taking place in reactive 

protocols. Even though in AntHocNet we have ant characteristics on the reactive path 

setup the mechanism used it’s still similar with the rest of the pure reactive protocols 

such as AODV. Based upon this analysis, the design requirements for detecting 

blackholes are almost the same.  

 

In AntHocNet the path setup is achieved by two main phases achieved by the Reactive 

Forward Ants (REFAs) and the Reactive Backward Ants (REBAs). The source broadcasts 

REFAs of the same generation and as soon as a single REFA reaches the destination it is 

then transformed as a REBA going back to the source. Conversely, the REBA carries and 

provides to the source the destination’s sequence number as well as the regular 

pheromone value defining the probability of the next hop movement that the source 

should use to reach its next neighbor and get the closest position to the destination. Based 

on that, a blackhole node could easily forward a fake REBA to the source advertising that 

it has a shorter path to the destination including a fake destination sequence number and 

an imaginary next hop probability. 
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Figure 20:The blackhole problem in AntHocNet 

 

  

As viewed in figure 20, as soon as the malicious node, receives a REFA from the source, 

it replies with a fake REBA giving false values regarding the destination’s routing 

information with the intention to achieve through it a fake route to destination.  

 

 

5.2.1 The theoretical proposed solutions 
 

As mentioned in the previous section, a malicious node takes advantage of the initial 

flooding of REFAs and replies with a fake REBA to the source advertising itself as the 

node with the closest path to the destination.  

 

In AntHocNet there are two variables that may be checked to validate the correctness of a 

REBA. The first variable has to deal with the probabilistic value given from a REBA to 

each intermediate node and the source. The second is the destination’s sequence number 

which remains constant in all REBA’s hops to the source. Under a cooperative blackhole 

scheme the validation of the next hop probability would be ideal. The validation could be 

enhanced as a forward reply check using an acknowledgment scheme that the source 

initiates. The source will use a comparison scheme to check the incoming “fake” next-

hop probability and identify if the other nodes related to the blackhole actually exist. Of 

course this check can take place with the use of the list of visited nodes included in the 

REFAs and REBAs packet headers. However, this solution would provide a large 
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overhead in the network and it would surely affect the network’s performance on a large 

topology.  

 

The second solution which is concerned with the destination’s sequence number provides 

a fast and a “lightweight” approach in manners of implementation. It was initially 

developed by Al-Shurman et al for the AODV protocol. Nonetheless, this solution 

suggests that each node should preserve two extra tables for storing the sequence 

numbers received by REBAs and REFAs. In particular, there will be a table storing the 

last-destination-sequence number sent from the specific node and another table storing 

the last-destination-sequence-number received.  Using this pattern the source will easily 

compare the valid destination sequence numbers received with the invalid destination 

sequence number given from the blackhole’s fake REBA. This solution is considered as a 

lightweight one due to the fact that the sequence numbers are already included in the 

control packets and there is not need for adding extra information and trigger issues of 

overhead.  

 

Therefore, the second solution was adapted in the implementation of the new detection 

component which acts as a protector against blackholes. Following is a section showing 

the componentized form of the solution composing the new S-AntHocNet overlay with 

the addition of a new component, the Protector. 

 

5.3 The S-AntHocNet Overlay 
 

According to the requirements defined by the second solution (see subsection 5.2.1) there 

was a need to implement in a componentized fashion the two tables required. The two 

tables could be easily implemented in the AntHocState component in the overlay but due 

to the principles of componentized architectures this was not done.  

 

There was a need to meet one of the objectives defined in this project and produce a 

component that could act as a blackhole detection element in other reactive protocols 

such as AODV. In addition, a new component would be ideal for extending its 
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functionality for preventing cooperative blackhole attacks and further expand its 

functionality to several other attacks in the routing-disruption group such as wormholes 

or rushing attacks. 

 

Therefore, a new component was implemented in AntHocNet’s overlay upgrading the 

overlay to the desired objective of that of a new security aware overlay named as S-

AntHocNet (figure 21). The new component is named as Protector and its functionality 

was implemented in the AntHocNetControl component. AntHocNetControl was modified 

again with a new receptacle (Protector) for being able to inherit the functionality of the 

IProtector interface implemented in the Protector component. The rest of the components 

in the overlay remained the same as defined on the first version of the AntHocNet 

Overlay (see chapter 3).  

 

 

 

Figure 21: The S-AntHocNet Overlay as shown by the OpenCOM’s runtime graph 
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The Protector Component 

 

This component holds the responsibility to detect a blackhole in the MANET. Its 

implementation enhances the two tables for last-sent-sequence-number and last-received-

sequence number. The tables are not updated but they only add or remove each entry. 

This helps to a more heuristic approach for determining a more reliable comparison for 

all the data kept in a node. In addition to the processes for adding/removing entries the 

Protector provides a sequence number comparison process which validates if a node is a 

legitimate or a malicious one. The architecture for the Protector was implemented in this 

fashion to make it autonomous and able to be pluggable and be re-used on any other 

reactive overlay.  Following is the pseudo code showing the comparison made for 

detecting the blackhole and further the specifications for the interface and the receptacles 

provided by the Protector component. 

 

Blackhole Detection Pseudo Code 

 

IF REBA Dest. Sequence Num is GREATER OR EQUAL from source’s LastReceivedDestSeqNum  

THEN 

       LOG component write: Legitimate NODE 

 

ELSE IF REBA Dest. Sequence NUM is LESS OR EQUAL from source’s LastReceivedDestSeqNum  

THEN 

      LOG component write: BLACKHOLE NODE detected 

 

ELSE  

     LOG component write: Legitimate NODE 

 

ENDIF 

 

Interfaces 

(1) IProtector: This interface defines the methods for processing the Sent and 

Reception Entries in the Sent and Reception tables respectively. There are 

methods for adding/removing and accessing a wanted entry which is associated 
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with the current IP address of the node. Furthermore, the IProtector interface 

provides a method (as described on the above pseudo code) for a simple 

comparison of two sequence numbers for detecting the blackhole.  

 

Receptacles 

(1) ConfigInfo: This receptacle provides to the Protector the full functionality of the 

IConfigInfo interface implemented in the ConfigInfo component. In this way, the 

ConfigInfo component deals with the configuration information of the Protector 

and updates the overlay’s configuration. In addition, this receptacle makes 

possible the interrelations of the Protector component with the rest components in 

the overlay and configures it in the OpenCOM’s runtime environment. 

 

(2) Log: Employs the functionality of the ILog interface implemented in the Logging 

component. Under the Log receptacle, the Protector component may write in the 

log file of the overlay any activities made regarding a blackhole’s detection.  

 

 

5.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 

This chapter introduced the constraints and requirements for developing a detection 

mechanism against blackhole attacks in AntHocNet and proposed the new S-AntHocNet 

Overlay. Furthermore, it gave an in-depth analysis regarding the exact factors that adjust 

the detection of a blackhole in AntHocNet and also proposed two solutions. The first 

solution was to take advantage of the information gained from a REBA using its regular 

pheromone information and in particular the probabilistic value of the next hop. This 

solution also proposed the use of the list containing the REBA’s visited nodes to compare 

with a possible fake REBA sent by a malicious node. This list as well as the next-hop-

probability would be validated by the source using an acknowledgement scheme with 

forward reply checks to see if the nodes related to the blackhole actually exist. However, 

this solution requires a “heavyweight” implementation and it would be more considered 
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in the case of detecting a cooperative blackhole attack. In addition, such a solution might 

raise overhead issues.  

 

The second solution which was used initially in the AODV protocol, deals with the 

comparison of the destination’s sequence number and the false destination sequence 

number employed by the blackhole node. This solution was selected due to its 

“lightweight” implementation and the minimal requirements in design. It was suspected 

by the design phase that such a solution would prevent issues regarding the network’s 

performance in manners of overhead and latency.   

 

Finally, this chapter introduced the new S-AntHocNet Overlay with a new component 

implemented, the Protector. The Protector’s implementation follows the component-

based principles and through its interface justifies a generic use for blackhole detection 

on any reactive protocol.   
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6. CHAPTER VI: Evaluation of the 

proposed protocol 

 

6.1 Introduction 
 

The proposed protocol was a result achieved via a deep analysis and understanding of 

different technologies. Therefore, the evaluation of this protocol is not only limited in its 

actual functionality but it is equally directed on its concept of use and creation. It is 

undoubtedly acknowledged that such a project is not prompted as an industrial or 

commercial product but is purely considered as an approach to provide solution in the 

large research area of MANET security. However, the overall evaluation is purely based 

on the concrete aims defined by this project:  

 
Primary Aims 

 

• Investigate whether a security solution dealing with blackhole attack detection 

may be added on AntHoNet, considering AntHocNet’s hybrid behavior. 

 

• Analyze whether this solution may be integrated on both proactive and reactive 

schemes in AntHocNet. 

 

Secondary Aims 

 

• Propose a componentized architecture for hybrid routing according to 

AntHocNet’s requirements. 

 

• Investigate whether the proposed security solution defined by the primary aims 

may be integrated in a componentized fashion for AntHocNet. 
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• Evaluate the proposed overall security-routing componentized architecture 

according to the GridKit and OpenCOM styles of development expectations.  

 

These aims enforced the S-AntHocNet’s development lifecycle to confront issues dealing 

with lots of different domains and relate them. By breaking each one of these aims 

individually there was a recursive decomposition bringing new problems in manners of 

adjusting and relating requirements. Issues related to the concept and philosophy of 

development had conflicts with the technical and implementation side. As in most 

research projects, requirements on the theoretical scope had to be fulfilled in practice; 

something hard to achieve. Due to these constraints the overall evaluation is decomposed 

in to two main categories as showed in the following diagram (figure 22). In addition the 

diagram breaks the two main categories further in to more detailed evaluation stages 

based on their root category.  

 

 

Figure 22: Diagram showing the project’s evaluation decomposition 
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6.2 Experimental Evaluation 
 

In order to provide a concrete and overall evaluation in relation with the aims defined in 

this project it was necessary to go further and evaluate if the theory was supported in 

practice. S-AntHocNet’s experimental evaluation as shown on the diagram (figure 22) is 

depended upon two basic factors; AntHocNet’s routing functionality and single blackhole 

detection. Based upon these two factors it was necessary for the project to create a testing 

scenario under a MANET and evaluate the proposed scheme.  

 

6.2.1 Routing Testing Environment 

 

The initial testing environment was set in a way to evaluate purely AntHocNet’s routing 

functionality. The test-bed was achieved by having three computers acting as nodes 

configured in a MANET under the OpenCOM runtime environment with the proposed S-

AntHocNet overlay as their routing scheme. Their configuration via the overlay was 

made so only packets from the wireless Ethernet interface were requires to be routed. In 

addition, all nodes were running on the same operating system (Windows NT) and 

Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4). Nevertheless, the scenario for testing the functionality 

was pretty simple and it was composed by the request of a source node to send a data 

packet to the desired destination as showed on the following diagram (figure 23).  

 

 

Figure 23: The experimental test-bed for evaluating S-AntHocNet’s routing scheme 
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6.2.1.1 Routing Results 
 

It was already assumed that all the nodes in the MANET were about to act as neighboring 

nodes (due to their one-hop distance) and the route discovery initiated by the source was 

about to be replied by HELLO messages. HELLO messages in the implementation of the 

overlay inherit REBA principles and they are also used for the proactive phase carrying 

routing information. However, under the limited topology in the test-bed they achieved to 

make the nodes identify their neighbors and route them as one-hop distance nodes.  

Going back to the scenario of the source’s request to send a data packet, the source 

automatically initiated a route discovery process by broadcasting the first generation of 

forward ants (REFAs).  

 

As soon as the intermediate node received some ants (processing only the first received) 

from the source’s broadcast it was then initiating its own route discovery with a new 

REFAs broadcast for the destination. It is significant to mention that this scenario was 

based upon timing because there were some cases after testing were REFAs were not 

broadcasted due to the already knowledge of each node with its neighbor by HELLO 

messages treated by each node as a REBA having no pheromone information.  

 

However, the result was successful and the source had a valid route to the destination 

ignoring the route given from the intermediate node due to the two-hop distance towards 

the destination. As presented in the next page’s screenshot (figure 24) the destination 

identified route to the source and the intermediate node justifying that the proposed 

architecture is indeed functional. Results regarding the exact steps that took place in 

routing by each node are showed in the APPENDIXES section at the end of this 

document. The results were logged via the Logging component in the overlay.  
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Figure 24: A screenshot showing the destination node’s valid route with both nodes in the test-bed as 

printed on the GUI interface of the protocol handler 

  

 

Following always the main objectives of this project the experimental evaluation in 

manners of AntHocNet’s reactive routing justified that the first prototype of the proposed 

architecture is functional and it could be used for further experimentation for detecting a 

blackhole. This justification in manners of functionality gave a positive evaluation 

regarding the theory behind the proposed architecture of the overlay in manners of the 

GridKit style of development and the OpenCOM framework. Nevertheless, the testing 

environment used could have never been in a position to place and justify issues 

regarding the scalable, adaptable, re-configurable and robust character in routing. Such 

evaluation should be done on a larger topology using probably a simulated environment 

(i.e. NS2 [41]). In addition there could never be an extended analysis and experimental 

evaluation of the whole hybrid scheme of AntHocNet. Indeed the current implementation 

proposes and implements hybrid architecture (by having a proactive and reactive 

element) but is never using it as a whole due to the project’s particular interest on the 

reactive element where blackhole attacks take place. This focus and ability to use 
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particularly the reactive element employs a positive evaluation regarding the fine-grained 

and independent characters of both schemes proposed for S-AntHocNet.   

 

The following section introduces the testing environment for the blackhole detection and 

goes further on explaining the scenario taken and the results produced.  

  

6.2.2 Blackhole Detection Environment & Scenario 

 

Having as one of the main objectives the investigation whether a componentized 

architecture could be developed for detecting a blackhole attack it was required after 

finding the detection solution to develop a malicious node. The malicious node was easily 

implemented in a sense that it was still running under the AntHocNet routing overlay but 

with the difference of sending a fake reply to the source on the first reception of a 

forward ant. A fake reply to the source containing a fake destination sequence number 

would then trigger the Protector component on the source and validate that number. The 

scenario and environment of how the malicious node got activated and initiated an attack 

in the network is showed on the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 25: The attack scenario 
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6.2.2.1 Detection Results 

 

Every reply received by the source’s wireless Ethernet interface was processed and 

validated by the Protector component. The particular validation taking place in the 

Protector as described on the previous chapter is concerned with the destination’s 

sequence number received by a reply coming from a distributed node in the network. In 

our case, the malicious node forged a fake reply to the source and advertised itself as the 

closest hop to the destination and gave a fake destination sequence number ( in testing 

destSeqNum =1). As soon as the reply reached the source, the Protector made the 

comparison of the received sequence number with the last-received-sequence-number 

received from previous nodes. Automatically, the Protector noticed that the sequence 

number received was already in its tables and it triggered the Logging component to log 

that a possible blackhole is detected.  

 

Even though the Protector detected the fake reply and identified the blackhole, the 

routing scheme didn’t neglect the malicious node. In addition, the source had a problem 

on packet listening from the rest of the nodes and this caused on broken route with the 

destination. The following five-step explanation is related to the lines taken from the 

source’s log file, showing the detection and the further critical failure in the 

PacketListener component. 

 

1. The source receives a hello from it’s neighboring node � 

destination(192.168.112.3) 

2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 

, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 

ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 1, Orginating 

Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  

 

2. The source validates the HELLO (REBA) reply and registers the destination 

as a legitimate node 

2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Protector - Legitimate node 

2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 

2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@133919a 

2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
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3. Source receives a REBA reply from a new node 

2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) Received Reactive Backward 

Ant (REBA) , Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Source Address : 192.168.114.26, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 

false, ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 1, 

Orginating Address : 192.168.114.26, Lifetime : 0  

 

 

4. Protector validates correctly and identifies the blackhole 

2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Protector - Blackhole Detected!! 

 

5. Error on Packer Listening resulting to end communication with destination 

2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Packet Listener - Problem in loop  

2007.09.01 05:22:15:531 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.112.3-1 

2007.09.01 05:22:17:703 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 

 

As showed the detection mechanism via the Protector component worked correctly but on 

the other it brought other issues regarding the resilience domain in routing. Routing after 

the detection was compromised and failed at some point. The detection mechanism also 

showed some dependency of the Protector component with the PacketListener and the 

AntHocNetControl component and it directly employs flaws regarding the fine-grained 

architecture. This experimental evaluation of S-AntHocNet assured that in small 

topologies a blackhole may be detected with the use of the proposed componentized 

architecture but on the other it may not keep a robust and scalable routing scheme.    

 

 

6.3 Qualitative Evaluation 

 

AntHocNet’s hybrid behavior was one of the biggest constraints taken under serious 

consideration for creating a robust componentized design. Robust in our case was 

considered as the design inheriting the principles of components and further the features 

supported by the GridKit middleware platform. It was essential to break AntHocNet’s 

hybrid personality in to a fine-grained architecture and separate the reactive and proactive 

schemes. At the same time, both schemes had to be cooperative in architectural manner to 
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achieve the wanted hybrid behavior. In the way AntHocNet was decomposed, features 

such as adaptation, re-usability as well as re-configuration were achieved on the 

theoretical scope.  

 

Furthermore, the component-based architecture made for AntHocNet helped to ensure 

and set an infrastructure to expand and fulfill the objectives for creating a security aware 

protocol for detecting blackhole attacks. The resulting S-AntHocNet protocol justified 

that the routing AntHocNet overlay could be extended and re-used. In addition, it showed 

that routing could be joined with the security design on the same overlay but at the same 

time be able to work in an autonomic and “pluggable” fashion.   

 

6.3.1 The AntHocNet Overlay Evaluation 

 

The AntHocNet overlay’s (see chapter 3) reactive element was almost similar with the 

one existing in the AODV overlay. This choice in design was made due to the almost 

identical processes identified on the reactive elements existing on both algorithms.  

Automatically this choice was considered and used to employ a re-usability strategy 

taken by the AntHocNet design phase. The design took advantage of not only the 

similarity between the two routing schemes but as well as the adjustment of their needs 

using the same architecture. In parallel, this is considered as a justification regarding the 

sophisticated and easy to re-use environment offered by componentized architectures. In 

addition issues related with network configuration on runtime, machine-specific 

configuration and protocol’s configuration settings were accomplished by autonomous, 

self-maintained components supporting again features of re-use and adaptation.  

 

With the development of such a fine-grained reactive infrastructure it was easy to think 

and design a proactive scheme which was achieved with the creation of the Explorer 

component. The Explorer’s implementation and design provides an autonomous 

proactive character and as an individual component it can be re-used on other reactive 

overlays (i.e. the AODV Overlay) providing them a hybrid ant-based personality. In 
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addition, it surely supports the idea of “plug-in” which employs the requirements and 

concepts of componentized overlays.  

 

Furthermore, the architecture developed went along the GridKit requirements of 

development achieving on the abstract the GridKit principles of self-configuration and 

adaptation on large and complex environments. This also initiates a positive evaluation 

regarding the use of the OpenCOM framework which allowed the actual implementation 

of the overlay. The OpenCOM framework combined and managed to provide generic 

solutions in the implementation stage and adjust the GridKit requirements as well as the 

AntHocNet’s routing specific constraints. 

 

By summarizing all the factors composing the AntHocNet’s qualitative evaluation it’s 

concluded that the design and implementation managed to combine the complexities 

existing in the hybrid behavior of the routing protocol via a componentized architecture.  

Additionally, such a complex hybrid behavior could have never been more generic, 

adaptable and re-configurable without having requirements of development coming from 

a platform supporting such features. However, the use of the GridKit style of 

development was finally the ideal one due to the fact that it supports these features. 

Likewise a componentized architecture following the requirements for that platform 

could have never been achieved without the use of the correct framework which in our 

case was OpenCOM. The use of OpenCOM facilitated a “pluggable” and generic 

infrastructure achieving an autonomic, independent and re-usable personality for each 

individual component.  

 

6.3.2 The S-AntHocNet Overlay Evaluation  
 

The S-AntHocNet overlay’s design was the result of the correct gathering of 

requirements regarding blackhole attacks and at the same time the result of an effective 

expansion of the AntHocNet overlay. The evaluation of this overlay is not only 

concentrated on how well was the expansion of the routing overlay but it is also focused 

on how the newly developed security component could adjust the needs for a blackhole 
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detection. In addition, the evaluation is concerned with the approach of using a 

componentized architecture to confront the blackhole detection and why the proposed 

designed was created in such manners.  Finally, the evaluation deals with the generic 

outlook of the proposed security architecture regarding its design and implementation in 

relation with the GridKit style of development as well as the OpenCOM framework.  

 

Considering the hybrid behavior of AntHocNet and the specific requirements related to 

blackhole detection under such a scheme it was decided to introduce the Protector 

component and finalize the newly security aware overlay. The Protector (see chapter 5) 

deals with the detection of a single blackhole node in a MANET environment. Its 

blackhole detection mechanism deals only with the reactive element in AntHocNet. In 

addition its design is considered as independent and it can surely be treated as a 

pluggable component.  

 

Due to this design, the Protector can be easily plugged in other reactive overlays (i.e. the 

AODV overlay) and produce the same functionality of single blackhole detection. It is 

essential to mention that such a feature makes the Protector able to be re-used, justifying 

its componentized nature. At the same time, it is considered as an adaptable and re-

configurable component due to its direct connection with the Control component 

(AntHocNetControl). This connection allows the Protector to be aware of any change 

made on the overlay according to the network environment and any machine-specific 

configuration change in general. In addition, the underlying architecture provides the 

infrastructure for a future expansion of the overlay’s functionality and be able to make it 

aware of detecting a cooperative blackhole attack.  

 

Getting out of the context of evaluating the implemented architecture as it is, the solution 

implemented has some theoretical constraints which might make the solution look as 

unreliable. The destination sequence number comparison made in the Protector may be 

scalable in small topologies but inefficient in large topologies composed by numerous 

nodes. There is a big possibility of a malicious node to provide the correct destination 

sequence number in its fake reply to the source making the source unaware to detect it. 
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This takes place due to the local updates of the sequence number on each node (before 

reaching the destination) where in large topologies these updates are big in number. 

Therefore, a malicious node may be able to possess the valid sequence number from one 

of the numerous replies coming from intermediate nodes and then trigger its attack in safe 

manners. In parallel there is also the possibility even in small topologies, for a malicious 

node to give a fake sequence number if it is able to reply before the rest of the 

intermediate nodes to the source.  

 

Nevertheless, by having a general overview of the S-AntHocNet overlay there is a fine-

grained architecture employing generic principles regarding its functionality and its 

further relation with the GridKit open overlay framework. This relation sets automatically 

the S-AntHocNet overlay a re-usable and re-configurable element supporting the 

principles of component-based architectures. Finally this overlay justifies again the use of 

the OpenCOM framework which enables the management and development of security 

and routing requirements of AntHocNet in a robust, fine-grained componentized fashion.   

 
 

6.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 

This chapter was focused on the overall evaluation of the S-AntHocNet Overlay as 

developed for this project. It defines that the evaluation phase in such a project is not only 

concerned with the actual functionality of the proposed solution but it is equally focused 

on the theoretical and architectural design. However, the overall evaluation needs to 

combine these two and provide general conclusions.  

 

This chapter dedicated a section for the experimental study and evaluation of the 

proposed scheme. The testing scenarios made for the S-AntHocNet overlay achieved to 

show that the reactive element indeed worked and also the blackhole detection was 

successful. It also proved that the requirements engineering process made at the starting 

point of this project was correct and there was a correct adjustment between the gathered 
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requirements. A minor failure may be considered as the one of keeping the state of 

routing functional after detection but this was an extra scope in the aims of this project. 

However, surely there were some domains such as re-configurability and adaptation that 

could have never been tested due to the nature of the testing environment on both cases 

for routing and blackhole detection.  

 

The qualitative study and evaluation of the proposed overlay is decomposed and related 

to several domains. Regarding S-AntHocNet’s architectural design there is a promotion 

of a fine-grained architecture enabling independency of the two elements composing 

AntHocNet’s hybrid behavior. Even though each element’s independent character, the 

overlay employs their direct collaboration to achieve the desired hybrid characteristics. In 

addition, the idea of creating the overlay under the GridKit style of development enabled 

the design to present an overlay with the potentials of inheriting the GridKit’s re-

configurable, adaptable and dynamic features. Also the evaluation justified that such an 

overlay could have never been developed under such requirements without the use of a 

healthy component development framework like OpenCOM. Further, the requirements 

gathered for blackhole detection were designed and implemented in a pluggable fashion 

were they could be used on other reactive schemes were this complements the use of 

components. Finally, the proposed security scheme was designed with the ability to be 

further expanded for future work (i.e. confronting cooperative blackhole attacks).  

 

In general, the overall evaluation showed that the aims defined for this project were 

satisfied. This is justified through the qualitative study regarding the architecture 

provided which was also accompanied and proved up to a large scale from the 

experimental results.           
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7. CHAPTER VII: Conclusions & Future 

work 

 

7.1 Project Overview 

 

The main theme and axis of this project was surrounded by lots of different topics in the 

area of MANETs and middleware. It was necessary for the project to identify and 

combine the relations of these two big domains and fulfill its defined aims. MANETs 

indeed hold a big topic for research and their relation with middleware may be considered 

as direct and essential.  

 

MANETs get functional with the use of routing protocols where those are again a critical 

topic. Reactive, proactive and hybrid schemes trigger lots of issues in manners of a 

MANET’s performance and they surely affect lots of other areas in the general QoS 

scope. One of the most crucial and demandable topics in manners of QoS is that of 

security which also affects the other domains of availability, reliability, availability and 

other network capabilities in general.  

 

Nevertheless, this project was initially directed on investigating if a security solution for 

detecting blackhole attacks could be adapted according to the requirements coming from 

a hybrid routing protocol, AntHocNet. The project was also concerned whether the 

proposed solution should be used on the reactive or proactive element and went into deep 

analysis regarding the environment that most blackholes intend to get activated. It was 

soon realized that most cases of blackhole attacks take place mostly on reactive schemes. 

Furthermore the project got expanded and gathered security-related requirements and 

investigated if a componentized architecture following the GridKit and OpenCOM styles 

of development could be made for detecting blackhole attacks. The investigation went 

down to much deep level of detail and it had to combine requirements coming from 

hybrid routing behavior in MANETs, security-aware routing and componentized 

architectures.  
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No matter the hard constraints prompted in the investigation phase, a prototype solution 

came up promoting a componentized architecture of the AntHocNet overlay with its 

extension as blackhole detection overlay (S-AntHocNet). AntHocNet’s architectural 

design promotes a fine-grained architecture by keeping the reactive and proactive 

elements independent and autonomous but on the other able to collaborate and achieve 

hybrid behavior.  

  

As for the S-AntHocNet overlay the design went along with the GridKit styles of 

development where it can theoretically be assumed as a re-configurable, adaptable and 

pluggable overlay. In addition, S-AntHocNet gave the proof that the selection of the 

OpenCOM component framework was the right one due to its fine-grained and re-usable 

architecture. This can be further expanded and identified as an overall positive evaluation 

regarding the use of componentized architectures employing the goodness related to 

component’s philosophy. Complementary to these, S-AntHocNet achieved to fulfill the 

requirements gathered for detecting possible blackhole nodes. This newly developed 

overlay was studied and evaluated not only in manners of functionality but as well as its 

overall design and the concepts it inherits and achieves.    

 

7.2 Conclusions 

 

In order to provide overall conclusions regarding the general output of the resultant 

project it’s essential to revisit the aims as defined, and compare them with the results 

achieved. In addition, it’s considered as necessary to refer to any desired results that 

never came up through the project’s evaluation. 

 

7.2.1 Aims vs. Results 

  

According to the objectives the project was obliged to generally consider the blackhole 

problem in routing and after an investigation propose a solution according to the specific 

requirements of the AntHocNet algorithm. Further, the project had to combine and 
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investigate if such a solution could be integrated in AntHocNet and if so on which 

scheme of the two composing AntHocNet’s hybrid behavior. It was decided that 

blackhole attacks were more active on the reactive schemes and the investigation 

continued to fulfill the secondary aims. The defined secondary aims required the 

investigation to propose initially a componentized architectural design for AntHocNet 

and then investigate whether the proposed security solution could be integrated. Further, 

it was also defined in to develop the overall proposed architecture and evaluate it under 

the GridKit and OpenCOM styles of development.  

 

Following the overall evaluation as produced and presented (chapter 6) the overlay 

created supports and fulfills up to a large scale the project’s defined aims. The 

experimental evaluation indeed satisfied the assumptions made on the qualitative study of 

the proposed architecture in all aspects. 

 

Starting from a theoretical scope, the initial overlay of AntHocNet considered the hybrid 

behavior and decomposed it. The AntHocNet overlay went along the expectations of the 

GridKit style of development following the desired pluggable concept using the State-

Control-Forward infrastructure. It further gave an independent, pluggable and re-usable 

personality to both the reactive and proactive schemes and enabled them to collaborate 

via the AntHocNetControl component so they can produce the desired hybrid behavior. 

However, experimentally the hybrid character was never showed due to the requirements 

gathered for blackhole detection. Under those requirements the project got more focused 

with the reactive element which it was later on proved as functional by the experimental 

study.  

 

By going further and examining the proposed security solution for blackhole detection 

which was the main aim of this project the quantitative evaluation considered the newly 

made Protector component as pluggable and independent and able to be re-used on other 

reactive schemes. This justifies theoretically the requirement regarding the use and 

investigation of componentized architectures. In addition, the Protector in practice 

worked properly and detected successfully the malicious node giving a support on the 
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theoretical assumptions related to its concept in use. In parallel it fulfills the second 

primary aim regarding the relationship of the requirements gathered for blackhole 

detection with those of hybrid routing in AntHocNet.  

 

Even though the architecture was considered in theory as fine-grained, the experimental 

evaluation showed that there was a dependency between the Protector and two other 

critical components (PacketListener and AntHocNetControl) in the overlay where after 

the blackhole detection their functionality was compromised causing failure in routing. 

However, resilience in routing wasn’t one of the main aims in the project but of course it 

should always be considered.   

 

Finally, looking from a broader scope the S-AntHocNet overlay may be considered as re-

configurable, adaptable and pluggable due to its architectural design which followed the 

GridKit requirements. Nevertheless, there wasn’t an experimental evaluation of that 

because of the small topology in the test-bed made for the blackhole detection which was 

the main goal. Such an extended evaluation should take place on a large simulated or real 

environment.  

 

7.3 Future Work 

 

The lifecycle of a research project brings along not only questions related to the actual 

wanted objectives but on the other it triggers several questions of what could be done 

better. In addition it provides the option of being able to promote new ideas in theory no 

matter the result. This project surely satisfied most of the aims defined from its 

beginning. Even though the level of success cannot be estimated there is always space for 

improvement. Improvement is possible after learning from the results produced and by 

re-investigating the whole problem; as one of the greatest scientists of all times said:  

 

“Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important thing is not to stop questioning.”    

(Albert Einstein).   
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Based upon that phrase given by A. Einstein there are lots of issues that deserve further 

investigation such as: 

 

• Evaluation under simulation & further verification of the current componentized 

architecture. 

 

It would be really interesting to investigate whether the principles assumed by the 

GridKit style of development could be tested. The current overlay in future work should 

be experimentally tested under simulation and check features such as re-configurability, 

adaptability and of course blackhole detection.  

 

• Evaluation within the GridKit middleware platform. 

 

In addition with the previous point it would be again a justification of its purpose of use 

and a justification of its pluggable architecture to see how the current overlay treats 

within the GridKit middleware platform on a real distributed scenario. 

 

• Extension of the Protector’s capabilities for neglecting a blackhole from the 

routing taking place. 

 

Taking the current version of S-AntHocNet there is only the capability of detecting a 

single distributed node. It would be fascinating and extremely challenging to extend its 

capabilities on detecting and be eligible to detect and then neglect the blackhole node as 

well. 

 

• Extend the overlay with a new component dealing with cooperative blackhole 

attacks. 

 

As another challenging issue would be the investigation and analysis regarding 

cooperative blackhole attacks. This will require an identification of the requirements 

regarding confronting those attacks. Of course in favor of a fine-grained componentized 
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architecture, the current overlay will require a new component that will be able to apply 

the algorithm needed for cooperative blackhole detection. It would also be an extension 

of the component if it could additionally neglect the cooperative blackhole from the 

routing scheme. 

 

• Extension of the overlay to support more security mechanisms and dealing with 

more routing-disruption attacks. 

 

A very good plan would be to identify the needs for confronting the rest of the attacks 

belonging in the routing-disruption group.  This will of course require more components 

dealing with each attack and in addition be able to improve their security capabilities by 

adding more security mechanisms (i.e. cryptography, IDS infrastructure). 

 

However the scopes in future work go much broader and they could not apply a post-

engineering concept for the current version but instead they could have as a target a new 

version of secure AntHocNet with a much more generic character. So it would also be a 

challenge to:  

 

• Revise the whole architecture of S-AntHocNet. 

 

Starting from the initial AntHocNet overlay it could be in the future’s scope to develop a 

much more fine-grained and independent architecture which will again be under the 

GridKit and OpenCOM requirements of development. Based upon that there could be: 

 

• AntHocNet’s separation in two different overlays promoting a more abstract, 

generic and re-usable character. 

 

In this future plan there could be a full separation of the proactive with the reactive 

element by having two completely separated overlays which can still communicate and 

provide hybrid characteristics.  
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Each overlay will be decomposed in manners of isolating each basic process in one 

individual component. For instance, ants will not be designed and developed in the State 

component but there will be an AntGenerator component on each overlay. Also, 

mechanisms such as route discovery, route maintenance and exploration will be defined 

by their own components and their only communication will be allowed via the Control 

component. Complementary to that, packets required for route will be processed on an 

individual component and the rest of the packets received from different interfaces on 

each node will be processed by a component specialized on that purpose. In this way, 

there will be a decomposition of jobs around each participating component improving the 

general functionality on each overlay. Also, both overlays will be designed for runtime 

use by other routing overlays. For example, the AODV overlay as a pure reactive one 

will be able to exchange information with the proactive overlay of AntHocNet and inherit 

ant behavior resulting to a hybrid scheme. Also, for fulfilling the security part it could 

also be done: 

 

• A revision of the security solution to be designed on to a different overlay by 

making it more independent and generic. 

 

Under this, the security extension of the protocol will still be based upon blackhole 

attacks but again it will be a separated overlay. The Protector component will still exist 

for detection but there will be a more fine-grained architecture with components able to 

get the Protector’s detection and then be eligible to discard the malicious node from the 

routing process. Routing information will be passed along the two overlays for the 

proactive and reactive scheme. In addition, this security extension overlay will be 

responsible for detecting a cooperative blackhole attack. Even though this overlay will be 

initially directed for AntHocNet, its design will provide levels of abstraction were its 

services may be used by other reactive overlays such as the AODV overlay.     
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APPENDIX A: SOURCE NODE’S LOG FILE ON ROUTING 

 
2007.09.01 00:43:06:203 : OS Ops IPv4 - Init started 
2007.09.01 00:43:06:203 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\arp -s 192.168.110.1 00-00-00-00-00-00 
192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:43:06:234 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\EnableRouter  
2007.09.01 00:43:06:234 : OS Ops IPv4 - Init completed 
2007.09.01 00:43:06:234 : AntHocState - component initialised 
2007.09.01 00:43:06:234 : Explorer - component initialised 
2007.09.01 00:43:06:234 : Protector - component initialised 
2007.09.01 00:43:06:234 : AntHocNet Control - Protocol Handler started 
2007.09.01 00:43:06:234 : Hello Minder - Hello minder started 
2007.09.01 00:43:06:234 : Ant Generation ID Minder - AntGeneration ID minder started 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:421 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 1, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:29:421 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:437 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route add  c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -a 192.168.111.31 
255.255.255.255 192.168.111.31 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:453 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1ef4616 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:453 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@dbf02a 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:453 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:453 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@15035de 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:468 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 1, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:29:468 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route add  c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -a 192.168.112.3 
255.255.255.255 192.168.112.3 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:468 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:484 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1f0d425 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:484 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:484 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@e8dbb0 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:656 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 1, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:29:656 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@a84bab 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:671 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route delete c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -d 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:671 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@7614bc 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:671 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:671 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:843 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 2, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:29:843 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:843 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route add  c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -a 192.168.111.31 
255.255.255.255 192.168.111.31 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@2bd67f 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@52b5d6 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
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2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1c762e0 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@cfd70 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 2, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@91cfde 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:859 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@3bf6a7 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:250 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-1 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:406 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 3, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:30:406 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@6e758c 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:406 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@18b28c7 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:406 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1954b10 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:406 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:406 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 3, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:30:406 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@b844a8 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:406 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:406 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@107704c 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 4, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1b9a8d 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@786f77 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@a3d72e 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 4, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@c9b0d5 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1fcadd1 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 2, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1db5e0d 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:656 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-2 
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2007.09.01 00:51:30:796 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 5, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:30:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@10d9b69 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1acb490 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:796 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1d34039 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:812 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 5, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:30:812 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@75f4c0 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:812 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:812 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1a14ec8 
2007.09.01 00:51:30:859 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:30:859 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@8152ac 
2007.09.01 00:51:31:203 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-3 
2007.09.01 00:51:31:468 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-4 
2007.09.01 00:51:31:593 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-5 
2007.09.01 00:51:32:421 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:32:421 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:32:625 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 2, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:32:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@17828a6 
2007.09.01 00:51:32:671 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:32:843 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:32:843 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:32:859 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:32:859 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1ef2b69 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 7, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@811ae4 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@8f529b 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1cea0f5 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 8, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1ecb52f 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@190e427 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1876ce7 
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2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 7, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@15c2a53 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:390 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@17056fb 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:421 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:421 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 8, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:33:421 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@696b07 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:421 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:421 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@199f722 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:640 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 4, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:33:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1cda54d 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:656 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:781 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 9, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:33:781 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@19cd925 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:781 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@a6500d 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:781 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:781 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@99fde9 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:781 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 10, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:33:781 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@f7696 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:781 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:781 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@b908c9 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@59562f 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:796 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 9, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:33:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@12b4a45 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:796 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@19f1363 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:796 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 10, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:33:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@2b2f3 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:796 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
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2007.09.01 00:51:33:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@440fd3 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:796 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:33:859 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:33:875 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@169dd14 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:203 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-7 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:203 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-8 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:562 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 11, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:34:562 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@aeb16b 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:562 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1e8d926 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:562 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:562 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@11a32fb 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:578 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-9 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:578 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-10 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:578 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 12, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:34:578 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@448b39 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:593 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@13213ef 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:593 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:593 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@63ec2d 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:593 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 11, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:34:593 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@181390a 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:593 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:593 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@13c0325 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:593 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 12, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:34:593 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@166e37d 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:593 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:593 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1ea5137 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:625 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 4, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:34:625 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@326fd 
2007.09.01 00:51:34:859 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:34:859 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1f1107e 
2007.09.01 00:51:35:359 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-11 
2007.09.01 00:51:35:390 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-12 
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2007.09.01 00:51:35:640 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 4, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:35:640 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1c416a3 
2007.09.01 00:51:35:843 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:35:843 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@831670 
2007.09.01 00:51:36:390 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:36:390 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:36:640 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 4, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:36:640 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@ba87f2 
2007.09.01 00:51:36:781 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:36:781 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:36:875 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:36:875 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1e3a46a 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:406 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 13, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 5  
2007.09.01 00:51:37:406 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@df9347 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:406 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@19801c7 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:406 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@11d6a9d 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:406 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:406 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 14, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 6  
2007.09.01 00:51:37:406 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@8cd0ec 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:406 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1558d6d 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:406 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:406 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1a9cdb3 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:562 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:593 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:593 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route delete c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -d 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:593 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:593 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@fb1f6a 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:593 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:640 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 6, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:37:640 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@fd4b55 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:796 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 15, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 5  
2007.09.01 00:51:37:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1e515fd 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@7e4b72 
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2007.09.01 00:51:37:796 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:828 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@ed8ca7 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:828 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 16, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 6  
2007.09.01 00:51:37:828 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1969eaa 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:828 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@395a99 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:828 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:37:828 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@9a43e6 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:218 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-13 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:218 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-14 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:609 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 17, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 5  
2007.09.01 00:51:38:609 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1a55cf 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:609 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1401ca0 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:609 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:609 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@16058a1 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:609 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 18, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 6  
2007.09.01 00:51:38:609 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@c10417 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:609 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:609 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@15ec388 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:609 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@be59d2 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:625 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-15 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:625 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-16 
2007.09.01 00:51:38:671 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 6, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:38:671 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@4ecd5c 
2007.09.01 00:51:39:406 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-17 
2007.09.01 00:51:39:437 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-18 
2007.09.01 00:51:39:687 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 6, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:39:687 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@bb595c 
2007.09.01 00:51:40:421 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:40:421 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:40:609 : Pheromone Table - Route removed, anthocstate.Pheromone@3cd21a 
2007.09.01 00:51:40:609 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:40:656 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 6, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:40:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@3c043a 
2007.09.01 00:51:40:812 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:40:843 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:41:625 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:41:625 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route delete c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -d 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:41:625 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@69f6ea 
2007.09.01 00:51:41:625 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
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2007.09.01 00:51:41:625 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:44:625 : Pheromone Table - Route removed, anthocstate.Pheromone@13b2d3b 
2007.09.01 00:51:44:625 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:48:859 : OS Ops IPv4 - Termination started 
2007.09.01 00:51:48:859 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\arp -d 192.168.110.1 
2007.09.01 00:51:48:890 : OS Ops IPv4 - Termination completed 
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APPENDIX B: INTERMEDIATE NODE’S LOG FILE ON 
ROUTING 

 
2007.09.01 00:42:43:695 : OS Ops IPv4 - Init started 
2007.09.01 00:42:43:695 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\arp -s 192.168.111.1 00-00-00-00-00-00 
192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:42:43:726 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\EnableRouter  
2007.09.01 00:42:43:726 : OS Ops IPv4 - Init completed 
2007.09.01 00:42:43:726 : AntHocState - component initialised 
2007.09.01 00:42:43:742 : Explorer - component initialised 
2007.09.01 00:42:43:742 : Protector - component initialised 
2007.09.01 00:42:43:742 : AntHocNet Control - Protocol Handler started 
2007.09.01 00:42:43:742 : Hello Minder - Hello minder started 
2007.09.01 00:42:43:742 : Ant Generation ID Minder - AntGeneration ID minder started 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:523 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery started for 10.30.0.10 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:554 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer started for destination 10.30.0.10 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:585 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 1, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:06:585 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:585 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route add  c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -a 192.168.112.3 
255.255.255.255 192.168.112.3 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:601 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1ee7e61 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:601 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:601 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1b15e82 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:601 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 1, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:06:601 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route add  c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -a 192.168.110.24 
255.255.255.255 192.168.110.24 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:601 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:617 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@10ddac9 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:617 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:617 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@7a9be3 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:976 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:06:976 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:976 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@16b4f6 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:976 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 2, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:06:976 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@2ed8c2 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:976 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:976 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@9d545e 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:992 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route delete c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -d 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:992 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1188d22 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:992 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
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2007.09.01 00:51:06:992 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:007 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 2, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:07:007 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@c7b6a4 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:007 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:007 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@10e7821 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:335 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-1 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:414 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:07:414 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder started for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:414 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1913454 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:414 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder terminated for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:523 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery started for 10.30.0.20 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:523 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer started for destination 10.30.0.20 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:539 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 3, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:07:539 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:539 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route add  c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -a 192.168.112.3 
255.255.255.255 192.168.112.3 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1e3766b 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:554 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@a7ea30 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:554 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 3, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:07:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@d0eea6 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:554 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@18df0d 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:757 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-2 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:789 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 4, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:07:789 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@af244e 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:789 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:789 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@2b4b3f 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:804 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 4, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:07:804 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@18b69db 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:804 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:804 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1145db8 
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2007.09.01 00:51:07:945 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 5, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:07:945 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1cd6cb3 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:945 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:945 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1321d79 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:945 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 5, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:07:945 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@10e3f0f 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:945 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:945 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@cb0646 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:992 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:07:992 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@14dd2df 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:320 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-3 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:554 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-4 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:726 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-5 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:992 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:08:992 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@40dc59 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:132 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:09:148 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@122db62 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:367 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery terminated as max retries reached (2) 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:367 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer terminated for destination 10.30.0.10 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:429 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:09:429 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@8e2c12 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:523 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-6 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:601 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:992 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:992 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:09:992 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@153ad4f 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:320 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery terminated as max retries reached (2) 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:320 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer terminated for destination 10.30.0.20 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:445 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:10:445 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1da5af5 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:507 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery started for 10.30.0.10 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:523 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery started for 10.30.0.20 
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2007.09.01 00:51:10:523 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer started for destination 10.30.0.10 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:523 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer started for destination 10.30.0.20 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 7, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@8f8e16 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@5f82c1 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 8, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1d06704 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@15feb51 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 7, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@183207c 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@6b901 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:554 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 8, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:10:570 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1a82856 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:570 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:570 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@148b37a 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 9, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1daa485 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@ba090c 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 10, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@b8aecd 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1802df5 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
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Ant Generation : 9, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@18e3609 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1b051a5 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 10, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@ca7a25 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:945 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:960 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@10ddb0e 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:007 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:11:007 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@a4b7c6 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:304 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-7 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:320 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-8 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:445 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:11:445 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@10807fb 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:710 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-9 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:726 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-10 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:726 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 11, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:11:726 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@16984a5 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:726 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:726 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@9ac957 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 11, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@15e73e7 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@d34548 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 12, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@190c96e 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@76fe4e 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
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Ant Generation : 12, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@5f3b87 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:757 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1d3cb2e 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:007 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:12:007 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1cc54a9 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:445 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:12:445 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@16f7dd 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:507 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-11 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:507 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-12 
2007.09.01 00:51:13:007 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:13:007 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1f3f4e8 
2007.09.01 00:51:13:320 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery terminated as max retries reached (2) 
2007.09.01 00:51:13:320 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer terminated for destination 10.30.0.10 
2007.09.01 00:51:13:320 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery terminated as max retries reached (2) 
2007.09.01 00:51:13:320 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer terminated for destination 10.30.0.20 
2007.09.01 00:51:13:445 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:13:445 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@7b95fe 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:023 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:14:023 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@8ee16c 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:429 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:14:429 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@24bdb0 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:523 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery started for 10.30.0.10 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:539 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery started for 10.30.0.20 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:539 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer started for destination 10.30.0.10 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:539 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer started for destination 10.30.0.20 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:554 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 13, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 5  
2007.09.01 00:51:14:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@a67dab 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:554 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:554 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1c270ad 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:570 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 14, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 6  
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2007.09.01 00:51:14:570 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@186e5b4 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:570 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:570 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@11291b0 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:757 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:757 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route delete c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -d 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:757 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@18d5e91 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:757 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:960 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 15, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 5  
2007.09.01 00:51:14:960 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@5f77e 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:960 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:976 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1ce904c 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:992 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 16, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 6  
2007.09.01 00:51:14:992 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@51bfe0 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:992 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:14:992 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@c6865d 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:320 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-13 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:335 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-14 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:429 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:15:429 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1a5f0de 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:726 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-15 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:742 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-16 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:757 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 17, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 5  
2007.09.01 00:51:15:757 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@ced7e3 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:757 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:757 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@138ee5 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:757 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 18, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 6  
2007.09.01 00:51:15:757 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@daa662 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:757 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:757 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1e1ef1b 
2007.09.01 00:51:16:429 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:16:429 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@17ccf67 
2007.09.01 00:51:16:523 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-17 
2007.09.01 00:51:16:539 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-18 
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2007.09.01 00:51:17:335 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery terminated as max retries reached (2) 
2007.09.01 00:51:17:335 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer terminated for destination 10.30.0.10 
2007.09.01 00:51:17:335 : AntHocNet Control - Route discovery terminated as max retries reached (2) 
2007.09.01 00:51:17:335 : Route Discoverer - Route Discoverer terminated for destination 10.30.0.20 
2007.09.01 00:51:17:429 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:17:429 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@64b9f3 
2007.09.01 00:51:17:757 : Pheromone Table - Route removed, anthocstate.Pheromone@a0616c 
2007.09.01 00:51:17:757 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:18:429 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:18:429 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@607800 
2007.09.01 00:51:18:773 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route delete c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -d 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:18:773 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@94eacc 
2007.09.01 00:51:18:773 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:18:773 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder started for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:21:773 : Pheromone Table - Route removed, anthocstate.Pheromone@305318 
2007.09.01 00:51:21:773 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder terminated for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:289 : OS Ops IPv4 - Termination started 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:289 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\arp -d 192.168.111.1 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:320 : OS Ops IPv4 - Termination completed 
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APPENDIX C: DESTINATION NODE’S LOG FILE ON 
ROUTING 

 

2007.09.01 00:42:42:625 : OS Ops IPv4 - Init started 
2007.09.01 00:42:42:625 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\arp -s 192.168.112.1 00-00-00-00-00-00 
192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:42:42:671 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\EnableRouter  
2007.09.01 00:42:42:671 : OS Ops IPv4 - Init completed 
2007.09.01 00:42:42:671 : AntHocState - component initialised 
2007.09.01 00:42:42:671 : Explorer - component initialised 
2007.09.01 00:42:42:671 : Protector - component initialised 
2007.09.01 00:42:42:671 : Hello Minder - Hello minder started 
2007.09.01 00:42:42:671 : AntHocNet Control - Protocol Handler started 
2007.09.01 00:42:42:671 : Ant Generation ID Minder - AntGeneration ID minder started 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:265 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 1, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:04:265 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route add  c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -a 192.168.111.31 
255.255.255.255 192.168.111.31 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:265 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:296 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@6235df 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:296 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@282535 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:296 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:296 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1c178f8 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:312 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 1, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:04:312 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route add  c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -a 192.168.110.24 
255.255.255.255 192.168.110.24 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:312 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:328 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@11f5521 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:328 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:328 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@2515d0 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:500 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 1, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:04:500 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:500 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1cfa668 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:500 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:687 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 2, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:04:687 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@6ec10f 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:687 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1b109c6 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:687 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:687 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@8fd4b2 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:703 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
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Ant Generation : 2, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:04:703 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@62ecd0 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:703 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:04:703 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@2d9423 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:109 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-1 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:140 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:05:140 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder started for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:140 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1e47b48 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:140 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder terminated for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:234 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 3, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:05:234 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@17090fb 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:234 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@12ffe19 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:234 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:234 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@6d2f39 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:265 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 3, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:05:265 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@70c226 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:265 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:265 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@139292e 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:484 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-2 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:484 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 4, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:05:484 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@159149a 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:484 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:484 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@174ad2a 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:484 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@128652e 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:500 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 2, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:05:500 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@825a7 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:500 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 4, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 00:51:05:500 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@b32cb0 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:500 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:500 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@47dc12 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:656 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
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Ant Generation : 5, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:05:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1ef7e35 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@12264ba 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:656 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1d45cb6 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:656 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 5, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 2  
2007.09.01 00:51:05:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@13fee1f 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:656 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:05:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1e4bccc 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:031 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-3 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:281 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-4 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:468 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-5 
2007.09.01 00:51:06:828 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:06:828 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@4e89b2 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:140 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:07:140 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@deee3d 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:265 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:265 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:07:687 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:140 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:08:140 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@e433fa 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:218 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 7, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:08:234 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@d873e5 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:234 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@bb46f9 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:234 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:234 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@41ef6e 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:234 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 8, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:08:234 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@10a3f6a 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:234 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:234 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1025447 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:234 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@14bb312 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:234 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:250 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 7, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
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2007.09.01 00:51:08:250 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1fba398 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:250 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:250 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1b3bc23 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:250 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 8, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:08:250 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@41918f 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:250 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:250 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@197ca29 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:468 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 4, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:08:468 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1c34c3 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:484 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:609 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 9, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:08:609 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@356a40 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:625 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@7c9c83 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:625 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:625 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1dce7c8 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:625 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 10, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:08:625 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@c2a252 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:625 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:625 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@9d545e 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:625 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@13326f6 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:640 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 9, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:08:640 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@148f169 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:640 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:640 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@15bb640 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:656 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:656 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 10, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:08:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1631b95 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:656 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:08:656 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@3b3e5d 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:031 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-7 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:031 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-8 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:156 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
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ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:09:156 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1d846ea 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 11, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@8e9fb3 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@121e634 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@16be180 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 12, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@26164e 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@10e476d 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1851717 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 11, Destination Address : 10.30.0.10, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 3  
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@789f15 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:421 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@ff39cb 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:437 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-9 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:437 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-10 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:437 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 12, Destination Address : 10.30.0.20, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.111.31, 
Orginating Seq Num : 4  
2007.09.01 00:51:09:437 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@d72fec 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:437 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:437 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1d2afcf 
2007.09.01 00:51:09:484 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 4, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:09:484 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@17f96ae 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:140 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:10:140 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@3825c7 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:218 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-11 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:218 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.111.31-12 
2007.09.01 00:51:10:468 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 4, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:10:468 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@78232f 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:156 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.110.24, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
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ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.110.24, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:11:156 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1c5fd48 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:218 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:234 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:500 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.111.31, Dest Seq Num : 4, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.111.31, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 00:51:11:500 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1944d71 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:625 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:11:625 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:421 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:421 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route delete c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -d 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:421 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@6bb9de 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:421 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:421 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:437 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route delete c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -d 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:437 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@f4f8b5 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:437 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:12:437 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder started for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:421 : Pheromone Table - Route removed, anthocstate.Pheromone@1bf92b9 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:421 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:437 : Pheromone Table - Route removed, anthocstate.Pheromone@6857ea 
2007.09.01 00:51:15:437 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder terminated for destination 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:687 : OS Ops IPv4 - Termination started 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:687 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\arp -d 192.168.112.1 
2007.09.01 00:51:29:718 : OS Ops IPv4 - Termination completed 
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APPENDIX D: SOURCE NODE’S LOG FILE ON 
DETECTION 

 
2007.09.01 05:21:16:140 : OS Ops IPv4 - Init started 
2007.09.01 05:21:16:140 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\arp -s 192.168.110.1 00-00-00-00-00-00 
192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 05:21:16:171 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\EnableRouter  
2007.09.01 05:21:16:171 : OS Ops IPv4 - Init completed 
2007.09.01 05:21:16:171 : AntHocState - component initialised 
2007.09.01 05:21:16:171 : Explorer - component initialised 
2007.09.01 05:21:16:171 : Protector - component initialised 
2007.09.01 05:21:16:171 : AntHocNet Control - Protocol Handler started 
2007.09.01 05:21:16:171 : Hello Minder - Hello minder started 
2007.09.01 05:21:16:187 : Ant Generation ID Minder - AntGeneration ID minder started 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:703 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 0, 
Ant Generation : 1, Destination Address : 148.88.8.4, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.112.3, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 05:22:14:703 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:718 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route add  c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -a 192.168.112.3 
255.255.255.255 192.168.112.3 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:734 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1fa0f19 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:734 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@fc519b 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:734 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:750 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@694b7e 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:781 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.111.31, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 1, Destination Address : 148.88.8.4, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.112.3, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 05:22:14:781 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:781 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route add  c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -a 192.168.111.31 
255.255.255.255 192.168.111.31 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1589559 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:796 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:796 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@103b97 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:843 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant REFA Received Reactive Forward Ant 
(REFA) , Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.114.26, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
true, repairFlag : false, gratREBAFlag : false, destOnlyFlag : true, unknownSeqNumFlag : true, hopCount : 1, 
Ant Generation : 1, Destination Address : 148.88.8.4, Dest Seq Num : 0, Orginating Address : 192.168.112.3, 
Orginating Seq Num : 1  
2007.09.01 05:22:14:843 : Route Minder - Route Minder started for destination 192.168.114.26 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:843 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route add  c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -a 192.168.114.26 
255.255.255.255 192.168.114.26 192.168.110.24 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:859 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@19c9a58 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:859 : AnthocNet Control - Reactive Forward Ant (REFA) disregarded as previously 
processed- same ant Generation 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:859 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@161116f 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : AntHocNet Control processHello() - HELLO Received Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) 
, Destination Address : 255.255.255.255, Source Address : 192.168.112.3, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : true, 
ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.112.3, Dest Seq Num : 1, Orginating 
Address : 192.168.112.3, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Protector - Legitimate node 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@133919a 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Hello Receipt Minder - Hello Receipt Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
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2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : AntHocNet Control - Reactive Backward Ant (REBA) Received Reactive Backward 
Ant (REBA) , Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Source Address : 192.168.114.26, TTL Value : 128, Multicast : 
false, ackFlag : false, prefixSize : 0, hopCount : 0, Destination Address : 192.168.110.24, Dest Seq Num : 1, 
Orginating Address : 192.168.114.26, Lifetime : 0  
2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Protector - Blackhole Detected!! 
2007.09.01 05:22:14:953 : Packet Listener - Problem in loop  
2007.09.01 05:22:15:531 : Ant Generation ID Minder - Ant Generation ID removed for 192.168.112.3-1 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:703 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:750 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route delete c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -d 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:750 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder started for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:750 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@1403290 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:750 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:796 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route delete c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -d 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:812 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder started for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:812 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@5a23b 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:812 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:875 : OS Ops IPv4 - Route delete c:\windows\system32\IpRoute -d 192.168.114.26 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:890 : Pheromone Table - Route updated, anthocstate.Pheromone@6dbfb0 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:890 : Route Minder - Route Minder terminated for destination 192.168.114.26 
2007.09.01 05:22:17:890 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder started for destination 192.168.114.26 
2007.09.01 05:22:20:765 : Pheromone Table - Route removed, anthocstate.Pheromone@843edc 
2007.09.01 05:22:20:765 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder terminated for destination 192.168.112.3 
2007.09.01 05:22:20:828 : Pheromone Table - Route removed, anthocstate.Pheromone@12e84f4 
2007.09.01 05:22:20:828 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder terminated for destination 192.168.111.31 
2007.09.01 05:22:20:890 : Pheromone Table - Route removed, anthocstate.Pheromone@1f21112 
2007.09.01 05:22:20:890 : Delete Minder - Delete Minder terminated for destination 192.168.114.26 
2007.09.01 05:22:52:250 : OS Ops IPv4 - Termination started 
2007.09.01 05:22:52:250 : OS Ops IPv4 - c:\windows\system32\arp -d 192.168.110.1 
2007.09.01 05:22:52:281 : OS Ops IPv4 - Termination completed 
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APPENDIX E: THESIS PROPOSAL 

 
Abstract 

 
The emerging technology of mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) is based upon a completely 
different concept than that of the “known” wired networks. Its unpredictable personality in 
manners of the nodes distribution and positioning accumulates reasonable hazards and threats 
to the security domain. Additionally, the absence of a centralized monitoring facility due to 
MANETs nature provides a weak security infrastructure and an extra advantage to any possible 
attacker.       
 
The purpose of this document is to emphasize the necessity for creating a robust security-aware 
routing protocol in MANETs [1] and to propose a possible approach to achieve that. Although 
there have been strategies by many protocols to spot and confront attacks there has never been 
a correct approach to model a correct attack and identify the flaws allowing it [16]. Therefore, 
the intention of this project is to analyze and model in correct and justifiable manners an attack 
and in parallel to develop mechanisms to prevent it. The mechanisms are to be composed as a 
single protocol extending the features of an already defined routing protocol, namely that of 
AntHocNet. Considering that MANETs contribute to the interaction of heterogeneous platforms 
and environments, the protocol is likely to be designed on the lower levels of interaction 
between the nodes and it will be enhanced as an overlay to the already settled middleware 
framework of GridKit[2]. GridKit supports a “plug-in” infrastructure for implementing and 
deploying components in order to satisfy the needs and requirements of the services and 
operations maintained in a distributed environment. The component implementation will be 
achieved via the use of openCOMJ [11]; a component development framework using the Java 
Programming Interface.  
 
MANETs security is a developing research topic, so the expected outcome cannot be specifically 
outlined and defined; nonetheless, a general expected outcome would be that of enhancing 
security on the first, lower-level part of communication between a known distributed node with 
an unknown destination node before reaching the higher levels of interaction. Additionally, this 
general outcome is possible to bring forward a good strategy on detecting critical nodes in a 
distributed environment and prevent their access to known “healthy” nodes in the pre-stage of 
data transmission and initial nodes “handshaking”.    
 

Keywords: MANET security, routing protocols, security-aware routing protocols, 

AntHocNet, GridKit   

 
 
1. Introduction 
 

MANETs are based on a peer-to-peer wireless networks architecture were the network 

transmission goes without a central base station – access point. Routing from one node to 

another on such a network typically uses an "on-demand routing protocol" [3]. Although 
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the concept is straightforward, the ideals and requirements under the hood are extended 

due to the topology present in MANETs. Source nodes, request interaction with unknown 

destination nodes, where these, according to the peer-to-peer architecture, depend on the 

location of their neighbor nodes and reaching them requires a more detailed knowledge 

of the path that data should take, the nodes topology and also the “goodness” of their path 

in QoS manners [4]. All these concerns are issues that partially supported by routing 

protocols with various approaches, concentrating on different sub domains of QoS such 

as reliable path finding, availability of the nodes, and efficiency in transmission and 

initial path settlement.  

 

Reaching an unknown destination node in a distributed wireless environment raises 

concerns about how reliable, secure or safe that is. Of course, security in systems is 

implemented at higher levels of implementation (e.g. application level) so sometimes it is 

too late to prevent failures and possible attacks from an unknown node.        

Suggested security protocols are not fully supporting all the security requirements and 

they indeed affect other domains in the wireless environment such as packet overhead 

problems which might cause delay of the network service to a node [5]. Ad-hoc security 

protocols, using different reactive and proactive approaches to point and face end-to-end 

attacks, intrusion attacks, and to detect possible malware and critical nodes, have been 

developed [5].  

 

A reactive protocol is one that uses a reactive algorithm and finds the route on demand by 

flooding the network with route request packets [4]. However, this has some 

disadvantages in manners of delay in route finding and of course that of network 

“clogging” from the flooding created [3]. Some implementations under this concept were 

Ariadne [6], CHAMP [7], and AODV [8]. A proactive protocol is a table-driven protocol 

mostly focused on the maintenance and refreshment of information through tables that 

manage the whole nodes traffic and correct path direction. However, both types of 

protocols do not implement reasonable security measurements and they are the main 

target of malicious critical to the wireless environments networks.     

 

This project is mostly concerned with a hybrid routing protocol, that of AntHocNet which 

is based on a ACO algorithm [4] and implements both reactive and proactive 

characteristics. The following sections will present a brief background explanation about 

these technical means and the concepts that this project will use and later on state the 

aims, the methodology and the general scheme that the project will follow.   

 

 
2. Background Research – problem definition 
 

Recent research gave rise to different algorithms inheriting various techniques and 

mechanisms to support most of the requirements defined for an overall QoS in MANETs. 

As shown in several technical reports and publications [5, 7] proactive and reactive 

routing protocols used exclusively do not fulfill some requirements and in particular that 

of security. Of course, security mechanisms embedded in several cases [5] but mostly 

they based either on a purely proactive or on a purely reactive approach mostly. 
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Therefore, there was a need to complementarily combine the capabilities of both 

approaches. This is when the evolution of hybrid routing algorithms took place [3].  

 

2.1 AntHocNet, a hybrid routing protocol 
 

AntHocNet is a hybrid protocol based on an ACO (Ants Colony Optimization) algorithm 

having characteristics of both proactive and reactive behaviors [4]. It’s an adaptation 

algorithm based on the biological and behavioral concept of how ants optimize their 

search for food or new inhabitable areas by distributing themselves in space. AntHocNet 

applies this concept by implementing control packets called ‘ants’ which are sent by a 

node on its first request for finding a new unknown destination node. At the request point 

the source node forwards lots of “agent ants” where these are responsible to find the 

shortest and reliable path to the wanted destination node. “These lightweight agents are 

generated concurrently and independently by the nodes, with the task to try a path to an 

assigned destination.” [4].  

 

Agents collect information about the “goodness” of the path which is mostly related with 

the number of hops and the end-to-end delay. Because of the large environments in 

MANETs and the unlimited numbers of nodes, each node defines a table (pheromone 

table) where all the information found for the best paths it is based upon the information 

found by the forwarding agents. In this way, the general infrastructure of the protocol 

provides a scalable and robust character to the MANET because of the continuous update 

of information in the pheromone tables giving the latest data concerning, the strengths 

and the weaknesses of all the paths attempted by the agents, to decide which path is the 

best to accept for starting an initial data transmission with the required destination node.  

 

Even though AntHocNet it has considered robust and scalable in distribution, it triggers 

some security concerns. In particular, it does not support any security mechanisms in the 

case of an ant agent reaching an unknown destination. The agent only justifies that the 

path to the destination is the shortest and the best to follow for a faster connection but it 

does not know if the destination is a critical or malicious node. Such a node could easily 

establish communication with the source and trigger attacks at the application level of 

interaction that the source cannot face.  

 

 

2.2 Security-aware protocols in MANETs – related work 

 

Various security-aware routing protocols have been introduced in the past, most of them 

based on a routing protocol with either reactive or proactive behavior.  

Suggestions from several researchers and individuals promoted the idea that a routing 

protocol should be a layered protocol inheriting security mechanisms from the lowest 

levels to ensure that it supports end-to-end security and to adopt mechanisms to spot 

possible attacks and discard the malicious nodes [5]. In addition, there have been some 

remarkable approaches relating the level of “trust” that is present between distributed 

nodes and in parallel mechanisms, in order to test the trustworthiness of a node [9]. Hu 

and Perring developed an approach on how to model a DoS (Denial of Service) attack 

and with their SEAD protocol (based on DSDV proactive routing protocol [13]) promote 
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the use of symmetric cryptographic methods and hash functions to prevent it. In their 

work, it was also significant to categorize DoS attacks and the different kinds of possible 

attackers [14].  

 

Remarkable were also the achievements of Zapata and Asokan, with their proposed 

SAODV [15] based, on the AODV reactive routing protocol. The basic idea of that 

secure protocol was the use of signatures to authenticate most of the routes 

requests/replies and with the use of hash chains to authenticate the count of hops 

measured to check the length of the path. Through these hash chains, security was 

enhanced between the messages given from one node to the other. Another extension of 

AODV was that of SRP (Secure Routing Protocol) developed by Papadimitratos and 

Haas [14]. There, source and destination nodes required a security association and nodes 

initiating route discovery were intelligent enough to discard any false topological 

information given by the replies of other nodes.    

 

Finally, a protocol such as SPAAR [16] from Yasinsac and Carter promoted the idea of 

adjusting topology with the exact positioning of nodes with the use of the GPS (Global 

Positioning System) in order to have a more concrete aspect of monitoring the false 

topologies published by malicious, critical nodes. In general, there were different 

approaches each one focused on a well-defined scenario. Of course, none of the scenarios 

filled all the gaps presented in the security concerns of MANETs.    

 

 

 
3. Proposed Thesis 

 

The main objectives have already been identified in previous sections and what follows is 

a presentation of the scope of the project, considering time limitations. I aim to attack the 

goals set below with an effective project plan, and the use of correct methodology and 

proper equipment.  

 

 

3.1 Project’s aims  
 

The most abstract goal of this project is to investigate whether reactive or proactive 

behaviors enable a correct approach to confront the security concerns in MANETs. This 

investigation will help the provision of a security-aware routing protocol. Such aim also 

deals with an idea that is beyond the technical sector, namely understanding the criticality 

that MANETs are responsible to handle through their implementation. A more specific 

task is that of investigating the already defined architecture of AntHocNet and adjusting 

it to the security issues at hand. Still, this task is referring to security issues in general and 

it can be decomposed to several security issues such as data integrity, confidentiality or 

authentication between the distributed nodes.  

 

However, to achieve these aims there are some specific objectives to focus upon:  
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• Investigation whether the nature of the information stored in the pheromone 

tables showing the “goodness” of the path can be extended so to measure data 

confidentiality between authorized nodes in MANETs.  

• Examine if a mechanism for authentication between the nodes can be 

enhanced by combining both the reactive and proactive part of AntHocNet 

(e.g. initial authentication in a secure communication channel between the ant 

agent and an unknown node and store the results in the pheromone tables). 

 

• Observation and detailed investigation whether a mechanism through the pro-

active and reactive part can be embedded so to set a standard measurement 

(e.g. a certificate of valid authentication and “legal” distribution of a node) of 

trust between nodes. 

 

• Study and examine the aspect of securing the information in the pheromone 

tables so to prevent modification and improve data integrity and privacy.    

 

 

 

3.2 Methodology 
 

Achieving the tasks mentioned (section 3.1) requires a methodical and appropriately 

hierarchical working plan. Below is a summary of both the general and particular goals of 

this project. 

 

 

General Goals 

 

• Implementation of AntHocNet by always following the principles of the GridKit 

component overlay framework and openCOMJ. 

 

• Extend the features of AntHocNet so to make it security-aware. 

 

 

Particular Goals 

 

• Model a correct attack and attacker scenario. 

 

• Study and analyze possible attacks through related work and determine whether 

the reactive/ proactive or both behaviors of AntHocNet will try to prevent them. 

 

• Design and then implement the security protocol according to the requirements 

defined by the research and the attack modeling. 

 

• Test the secure protocol initially on a limited topology and then on a bigger one. 
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A core tool for supporting these goals and the general project’s expectations, is a correct 

and proper methodology adopting all the software engineering phases of analysis, 

requirements specification, implementation, evaluation, testing and furthermore 

deployment. The methodology is purely based on the spiral model as showed in the 

following figure [10].  

 

  

 
 

(Figure 1: An illustration of the methodology to be used in the project [10]) 

 

 

3.3 Equipment and technical means 

 

As mentioned in previous sections, the implementation of the security-aware routing 

protocol will follow the concepts of the GridKit component overlay framework. 

However, the programming tool to be used is the Java programming language inheriting 

openCOM principles [11]. OpenCOM is a reflective component model adopting core 

features of Microsoft’s COM [12] (Component Object Model). Both openCOM and 

GridKit are achievements of the Lancaster Computing Department Middleware Research 

team [11].  

 

Finally, the testing part will involve a simulated environment initially with a centralized 

focus on limited number of nodes and later on a larger scale and number of nodes.  
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4. Project’s Plan 

 

Due to the nature of the project and its complexity, it’s essential to determine a plan so 

the project can satisfy the goals presented earlier always under the limitation of the 

deadline defined. Following (figure 2) is a Gantt chart showing the project planning 

according to the researcher. 

 

 

 
 

 (Figure 2: A Gantt chart showing the project’s planning.) 

 
 
5. Summary 

 

The proposed thesis requires a high-level of understanding of specific issues related with 

security in MANETs and also presumes a deep understanding of distributed 

programming. In addition, the project combines several aspects of computing science and 

in particular ones of networks and systems dependability, when these have been 

extensively studied by the author in a relevant course within the MSc program in Critical 

Software Engineering. 
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The resources and tools needed for the completion of this project are already available via 

the Lancaster Computing Department and its elite academic team, which would further 

provide a healthy and correct supervision and guidance. The expected outcomes would 

demonstrate a combination of theory and practice and in parallel launch several security 

related issues in MANETs for further future research. 
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